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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUUUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING, JULY 18. 1905.
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No.oton, Conn.. July 18. The ro
mance of Miss Rose Harriett Pastor,
the Jewish priestess, and former cigar maker, and J. U. Phelps Stokes,
a member of the
Stokes family of New York, culminated in their wedding today at the home
of the bridegroom's parents neartuls
cltv. The wedding was of the Sim
plest charade;-- though attended Dy a
large number of guests, including relatives of the two families and mutual
friends, among the latter being nearly
all of the Drominent social settle
ment workers of New York city. The
ceremony was perfoimed by the bride- croom s brother,
the Kev. Anson
Phclns Stokes.
It was less than a year ago that the
announcement of the engagement of
Miss Pastor to Mr. Stokes created a
veritable sensation and became a topic
of discussion throughout the country.
Miss Pastor was born of poverty
stricken parentage in Russian Poland,
ami coming to this countty while yet
a child, found it necessary to seek employment at an early. age. She be
came a cigar maker, Working first in
Cleveland and later in New York, and
ail the while employed her hours
away from her work bench In serious
study. Tne sufferings of the poor
early lmpiessed her mind and all of
her verses and other writings have
leen around this subject.
Mr. Stokeg is regarded as a character quite as unique and apart from
his fellows as is his bride distinguished from the most of those born
to her station. Though belonging to
a family distinguished for Its high
social standing as well as Its wealth,
Mr. Stokes early In life chose to devote his time to uplifting the submerged tenth of humanity rather than
of
enjoying the profitless pleasures
society. When the social settlement
was established In Rivinglon street In
the crowded Jewish section of the
lower east side, Mr. Stokes was 'one
of Its prime movers. He took up his
residence at the settlement and ever
since has continued to devote to It almost his entire time 48 well as a large
portion of his income.
, Giving
un her trade for newspaper
writing, 'Miss Pastor was sent to Interview Mr. Stokes regarding
the
work and progress of the social settlement movement. It was a case of
love at first sight. All such object
as difference In station, fortune and
religion were surmounted by Cupid,
and In a short time after tbeir first
meeting the engagement of Miss Pastor and Mr. Stokes was announced.
The engagement was received with
satisfaction by all of the members of
the Stokes family, and the only discordant note in the harmonv of congratulations was volcpd h," the orthodox Jews, who severely censured Miss
Pastor for giving up her own religion and embracing that of her future
husband.
Within a few days Mr. 8tokes and
his bride will leave for Europe and
will visit the native town of the bride
in southern Russia, the scene of some
of her girlhood trials, of which she
has written many Interesting stories.
On their return to New York they
will resume their charitable and philanthropic work in the tenement districts.
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SOCORRO SUFFERS FROM
A DESTRUCTIVE FIRE
Special to The Citizen.
Socorro, Ju'.y 18. Fire broke out In
the H. G. Mays livery stable at 12:30
today, probably from
somebody's
smoking in the hay yard. The stable
and the Windsor hotel, property of C.
T. Brown, were entirely consumed but
a large part of the contents of both
was saved.
The Socorro hose company was
promptly on hand but there was no
water In tlo mains. The loss was
CHANGE OF VENUE

GRANTED

IN THE TALLMADGE LAND FRAUD
CASE AT ROSWELL, AND SEVERAL CHARGES ARE DISMISSED.

The preliminary hearing of the government land cases against B. H. Tallmadge was held Saturday afternoon
by United Slates Commissioner Karl
A. Snyder at Uoswell, says a dispatch
from that city to the Denver Republican. The goveinment, through the
United States district attorney, dismissed the cases first Instituted, and
the defense filed a motion for a
change of venue in the remaining
cases.
Most of the day wag occupied In
the discussion of the law questions In- -

about $10.0'i0, partly covered by
surance.
Mr. Brown

in-

Her.

Brown, owner of the Windsor
hotel and other property destroyed at
Socorro today by fire, is In the city.
He called at The Citizen ofllce this afternoon and stated that be had just
completed some substantial repairs to
the hotel building. He carried some Insurance, but not enough to cover the
loss sustained. He will return to Socorro tonight
C. T.

volved and at 9:30 the commissioner
announced that the application for a
change of venue wiould be granted and
the remaining cases set for hearing
before United Slates Commissioner
W. E. Lindsay at Portales.
C. I,. Tallmadge, senior member of
the C. L. Tallmadge
Southwestern
Land company, of Chicago, attended
the hearing, and for the purpose of
setting the company right before the
public. Mr. Tallmadge states that he
will contest each and every one of
the cases and hold to a stilct accountability under the criminal statutes,
every person Implicated In making the
present charges against bis brother,
B. H. Tallmadge.
He
characterizes the present
charges as nothing more or less than
a blackmailing scheme.

Washington. July 18. Chief Statistician Hyde of the department of agriculture todny resigned his position,
and it was accepted by Secretary Wilson. Assistant Secretary Hayes has
be-:detailed to toko charge of the
statistical work until the vacancy
snail be filled.
a

KILLED TO ESCAPE
FROM IMMORAL LIFE
New York, July IK. Bertha Clalche,
a French girl accused of killing Emll
Gendron, pleaded gviity today and was
remanded for trial. The girl says that
for t lit. iast six years Gendron made
her lead an Immoral ilfe, and she kill
ed him to escape slavery.
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E. Madden, Famous Kentucky Turf-

man, Against His

July 13. The
first tournament of the new Central
Illinois Tennis spsoclatton opened auspiciously here today. The association
embraces teams in Peoria. Blooming- ton, Jacksonville, Springfield, Decatur,
Champaign, Qulncy and Galesburg.
liloon-ir.rton-

.

111..
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MEET AT BOSTON
NO

PROMISE

OF

ALLEVIATION

Boston, Mass., July 18. The Doug
las Athletic club of Chelsea has arranged a promising card of events for
New York, July '18. The latest re Its boxing show tonight. Jack John
turns from the hospital show ten son and Sandy Ferguson, two of the
deaths as a total ot yesterday's ter- foremost negro fighters In the country,
York. will meet in the feature bout.
rific heat in and afiout New
More than 100 pi ok ti at ions were reNORTH CAROLINA FIREMEN
ported by the police,
Everywhere In the city thousands
MEET IN TOURNAMENT
spent the night on roofs and door,
Winston-SalemN. C, July 18. This
steps, while the park benches were
crowded. Sleep was almost out of city Is gay with flags and bunting in
the question, except under the most honor of the many visitors here for
lavorable conditions, particularly on the eighteenth annua! tournament of
the east side and la that part known the North Carolina State Firemen's
as the Tenderloin.
association. Teams of firemen, many
No cooler weather is promised by of them accompanied by bands and
the weather forecasters, and as the rtelegatlcns of citizens, are on hand
humidity rose rapidly during the night from Wilmington, Raleigh, Salisbury.
the outlook for today was serious New Bern, Fayettevllle , Greensboro
during the early hours of the morn- - and other leading cities of the state.
Ing.
The l.usinws sessions began today,
Owing to a strike Inaugurated by President James D. McNeill of Fay700 ice men in the employ 67 the ettevllle presiding.
The parade Is
American Ice company, the discomfort srhed'iled for tomorrow while the
of the heat will be magnified todav program of prize contests will be pullin many sections of the city, where ed off Thursday, the concluding day of
it is feared the strikers will attempt the tournament.
to prevent others from taking their
COLF ENTHUSIASTS FPOM
places.
.
1,
uruuKiyn
seemed to suffer more
THE WORLD AT LARGE
rrom the heat than Manhattan. Seven
of the dead lived there, and the am
Cleveland. July 18 The beautiful
bulance service for all hospitals links-othe Euclid club were thronged
worked almost incessantly,
eleven with golf enthusiasts today at the
calls being lecelved in twenty-fivopening of the annual championship
;
tournament, of the American Oolf Asminutes,
sociation of Advertising Interests. The
CHICAGO FEELS FIERCE
tournament is to continue three days
HEAT AND MANY DIE. and Judging from the large entry list
and the promptitude of officials and
Chicago, July 18. After thirty-on- e
player In tbe preliminary rounds It
persona had been nroHtrnterl mil tan wlli be one of the roost successful
of them had died, during the hottest events of It kind ever seen in this
day up to date, this summer, a breatB pnrt of the country.
of cool air relieved Chicago last night.
ine rener was of short duration. In MICHIGAN MEETING OF
a few hours the wind veered Again,
ROYAL ARCANUM COUNCILS.
and the heat was intense throughout
Mich., July 18. A convenDetroit,
eaily
the
hours. The maximum temperature yesterday was 4, equaling tion of representatives of Royal Arthe record of last suixer for' hot canum councils throughout Michigan
is In session here today to consider
weather.
There is no relief from the hot wave the recently announced changes in
ana tne temperature has equaledrthe the order's Insurance rates. The adhigh figure of yeterday. The humidity vance In rates has aroused deep feeling among the members In this state
Is slightly Increased.
The
are unable to get Ire into Chicago and It Is likely that a vigorous protest
last enougti to supply the delivery will be sent to the supreme council,
companies.
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NEW YORK IS NOW
BROILING

NICHOLAS TO BE
UNDER

SUN.

DEPOSED SAYS RUMOR

New York, July 18. Heat in the
city became more intense today, the
mercury rising several degrees higher
than it did yesterday, which was the
nottest day of the year. The death
list was more than doubled, even in
the morning, and prostrations were
continuous. An hour before noon the
weather bureau had recorded a temperature of 91, five degrees warmer
than the same hour yesterday. Five
aeatns bad occurred up to that time.

St. Petersburg, July 18. A sensational rumor Is current here today
that a large party of tbe zemstvost
and the doumalists at Moscow are in
favor of a proclamation of the deposition of Emperor Nicholas and the establishment of a regency of the Grand
Duke Nicholas Nikolalevitch, (Infant
son of emperor and heir to the throne)
under the four grand dukes. It is alleged that for this reason tbe meeting
of the zemstvo and doumalist congress, which was to have taken place
PHILADELPHIA FEELS ITS
tomorrow at Moscow, has been proTREMENDOUS FORCE. hibited.

Pt'.adelphla, Pa., July

18. Today's
wave promises to be a record-breake- r
for the summer. At 8 o'clock
this morning the government thermometer on the postofflce building
registered 85 degrees, nine degrees
higher than the same hour yesteiday.
Th suffering- anions: the noorer rlnasea
13 intense-- .
Last night hundreds of
person, slept on roofs. There Is little hepo of any im.ucuifcte break in
the hot spell.

hot

BOSTON

GLOWS IN
EMBRACE

OF HEAT.

Minister Witts Has Conference.

St. Petersburg,
Juiy 18. Minister
Witte had a final Interview with Em-

peror Nicholas at the Peterhot today.
The foreign minister Count Lamsdorff
was present, showing the complete
harmony of view between M. Witte
and the foreign minister. Witte
leaves St. Petersburg for Paris tomorrow accompanied by Mme. Witte. At
Paris they meet their daughter who Is
the wife of the secretary of the Russian legation at Brussels. Mme. Witte has no intention of joining her husband later in America.
BEACH DESERTED FOR
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Atlantic City, N. J., July 18. Society deserted the pleasures of the
beach and the board walk today for
Inlet Park, where the seventh annual
exhibition of the Atlantic City Horse
Show assoclalion was opened under
happy auspices. The entry this year
Is exceptionally large and of a high
class, and the show promises to be
highly successful.
The sum of $5,000 in prizes, in addition to a number of trophies, will be
distributed among the winne. s In flie
various classes. The exhibition will
continue until the end of the week.

Boston, July 18. The heat, which
acquired new energy late yesterday,
continued today, with a prpmise oi
noaring the mark for the summer.
During the night the mercury did not
go below 70 degrees, and It began
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEET
to rise with dawn. By 10 o'clock it
INTERNATIONAL CLUBS sfcxid at 88. The humidity today was
below normal and there was a light
Detroit, Mich., July 18. Two hun- breeze.
dred delegates to the fifteenth annual
convention of the International Asso- GENERAL FORECAST OF
HEAT WAVE FURNISHED.
ciation of Press clubs, which opened
In this city today, arrived from Buffalo
Washington, D. C, July 18. The
this morning. Delegation from Dover, crest of the
waim wave ls'now covwho are cciulng to make a strong ef- ering
the Atlantic seaboard. Indicafort to secure the next convention for tions are
that fair weather with a
cliy, will arrive this evening. The lo ver temperature
first fession of the corvention was west and northwest,will prevail iu the MEXICO'S PATRIOTIC PRESIDENT
ami that scat
devotej to preliminary work.
WHO WAS PURE INDIAN.
tered
and a slightly lower
temperature will be experienced in
Mexico. Julv 18. Todav was
Citv
of
ROYAY DIRTY LINEN
the western lake region Wednesday.
observed as a holiday throughout the
republic, l.elng the thirty-thiranniIS WELL AIRED BALTIMORE NOT YET SO
versary of the death of Honito Jaurez,
BAD AS OTHERS.
Hie famous liberal oartv nresldent.
Gotba, July IS Prince Philip, of
Baltimore, July 18. Today is the A long procession of prominent poo- today
Gotha,
filed at the warmest
the pie.nent summer so nle maiirhei! to the remeterv rf Rnn
provisional court a petition for di- tar. The ofthermometer
82 Ku. nando, wherein lie the remains
vorce from his wife, Princess Louise. degrees at 10 o'clock thisreached
morning, of the illustrious soldier who led the
Princess Louise is the eldest daugh- with humidity at 91. There
been succensful struggle against the MaxInter of the Klug of the Belgians. In one death from heat In the has
city and imilian empire. The procession gov
1897 she eloped with a lieutenant of a lew prostrations.
cluded work inemen's fioclct(fl.
cavalry.
Austrian
She subsequently
ernment officials, members of scienwas confined In an Insane asylum. A WISCONSIN HAS NOW
tific and literary societies, officers of
medical commission at Paris recently
BROKEN HER RECORD. the garrison, members of congress and
wag
declared that the princess
sane.
surviving
of the present conMadison, Wis., July 18. All rec stitution. sleneis
President Diaz and other
ords
for
continuous
heat
have
been
persons
prominence gathered alout
The creamery at Roswell It putting
During the past three the tombofand heaped it with floral
ofout eighty pounds of butter dally but broken here.
mercury
days
96
has
the
above
risen
ferings.
cannot fill all the orders for the home dally.
market. Naturally, a town like Rosmany hundreds
well consumes
of
REACHES EVEN NEBRASKA
IS SIMMERING
pounds of butter every day, which PITTSBURG
IN THE SUNSHINE
AND CLAIMS A VICTIM
must be Imported from Kansas or
Texas. There Isn't & town of any
Pittsburg. July 18. The oppressive
Lincoln, July 18. Mrs. J. B. Picksize In New Mexico that couldn't and heat continues here. Before noon the erel died todiy as tli result of heat.
wouldn't support a creamery and a mercury reached 85 and the forecaster She was at the railway station ready
half dozen dairies each.
predicted all records will be broken.
to start for a summer resort.
Saxe-Coliur-

John

of

TWO NEGRO BOXERS
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J

ASSOCIATED WITH MEN

Marries Maiden
Tennis Association, Boxing
Cities
Feel
All
its
Eastern
Whose Life Has Been one
Match, Firemen's TournaForce! Hundreds are
of Poverty.
ment, Golfists.
The Queer Allegation in the Divorce Charges

e

THE PINE CONE BOMB FOUND IN THE RUE DE RIVOLI. PARIS,
AND DIAGRAM SHOWING GLASS TUBES FULL. OF CONCENTRATED
SULPHURIC ACID.
the head of the screw was replaced,
Paris, July 18. ine smaii Dan 01 and ten minutes later M. CTiavInnv
metal in the shape of a pine cone, placed the pine cone on the desk of
picked up in the Kue ae kivou, oy m. m. Peschard, the police commissioner
Chavigny, a lew minutes after the 0f the Gaillon quarters, who imniedi-.attemagainst Alfonso XIII and ately informed M. Glr"ard, director of
Piesident Louoet was maae, was the municipal laboratory.
really one of the famous bombs sent
There was not a moment to spare:
to France by the anarchists of Barce- criminal bands bad touched the bomb;
lona.
it was liable to explode from one mobombs were sent to ment to the other, and it is miracuHow many
France? That question created agi- lous that M. Chavigny was not the
tation.
first unsuspecting victim.
M. Girard unscrewed the bolt and
Vallina, the chief of the association,
admitted that there were five. It is by pulling the waxed thiead, drew
certain that these objects proceeded forth two small glass tubes, four
from a foundry labeled as construct centimeters long, filled with concen- lve material for cones are usually trated Bulphurlc acid.
i nese tuDes were plunged into a
used as ornaments to be screwed on
mass of fulminate of mercury, and
the ends of bars or grille work.
M. Chavigny, happening to see this were maintained
vertically by two
one, of which I had the good foitune small fragments of metal.
The director of file laboratory tad
of obtaining a photograph, li'tle
thought he was in the presence of a every one vacate the building. M.
deadly machine. Being a good col- unard, having first taken off a small
lector of relics, he evidently thought quantity of fulminate of mercury,
It was a piece of grille work torn off (for all that wm necessary was but
by the explosion that bad just hap- one grain of this dangerous product to
pened, and put it carefully in bis vest Kia a person, and this machine con
pocket.
tamed 1.400 grains), had a pail of
The police charged and dispersed water brought to him. He then pr- the crowd, the guards clearing and en- ceeaea, witn tne greatest of preca
circling the corner of the Rue do tlon, to plunge the bomb Into the
Rohan.
water. Shelteirng himself In the in
M. Chavigny, not caring to be jos- cisure of the
that
tled in the crowd and of being found would shield bim In case of an exploamong the first witnesses taken by the sion, the noted chemist let the danofficers, dispersed toward the opera, gerous bomb slide into the water, ren
and went to call on a friend in a tav-r- dering it harmless.
situated on one of the boulevards.
Broken Into pieces by a hydraulic
He told his friend about the explo- press, in the barracks of Bercy, under
sion and exhibited the piece of mefal the supervision or M. Girard, assisted
tie had picked up so carelessly and by Messrs. Moreal de Brevans and
Sangle Ferrier, the bomb was again
thrust into his pocket.
The head of a bolt covering the closely examined, and the result of
lower aperture of the pine cone drew this examination was the subject of a
the friend s attention, and they start long repoit to M. Letyet, the magls- ed to unscrew this bolt. An end of trate having charge of this affair.
holding in place a
waxed thread,
Therefore, it wag ascertained that
glass tube, appeared.
the fragments of metal picked up
It was fortunate that one or the after the attempt at the corner of the
other of these curious ones did not streets of Rlvoli and Rohan, were the
light a match to better investigate same, excepting for Its slowness ta
the article. Then M. Chavigny thought exploding, and that It contained
that this ball of metal was not the neither nails nor any other hard
of the explosion. "It is another stances, with the exception of two
of those machines thrown by an an- - boltsused to hold the tubes In a
t.
the author of the attempted tlcal position, and also to break them
assassination in the Rue Rivall: It at the instant of the shock, which
Is one which failed to explode," provokes the mixing of the fulminate
thought M. Chavigny.
and the sujphuric acid.
"We must take it to the commls- It is believed that the bomb was
sloner," said his Mend, as he re-- laid In the grass by an anarchist who
allzed the danger that he and the 400 feared arrest and who did not want
guests of the establishment were In. to be caught with the bomb In his
With the greatest of precautions, possession.
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Lexington, Ky., July 18. When tbe
divorce case of John E. Madden, noted
as turfman from the Atlantic to the
Pacific coast, against his wife, Anna
Megrue Madden, comes to trial In a!
few weeks, It Is expected that the de-- :
tatls will fairly sizzle.
At least, the allegations in the petition are full of promise.
Madden states that an agreement
was entered into between him and
his wife that they should not make
their marriage known for several
months thereafter,) she to be known
by her maiden name of Anna Louise
Megrue.
Then follows the allegation ' that
Trainer Albert 8Imons and his wire,
for
Laura, acted as
Mrs. Madden and L. V. Bell, a prominent New York turfman, arranging
meeting places Or the two.
Bell, Madden alleges, Is a man of
notoriously bad ropute, whose attentions to any woman would asperse
Madden states that
her character.
when he heard of his wife's relations
with Bell he was shocked, and re
monstrated, whereupon she deserted
him and engaged rooms at the Endl- cott hotel, in New York, and with the
connivance of her father and brother,
took secret and forcible possession
of their two sons, Edward and Joseph.
Madden further states that his
wife's divorce proceeding In Cincinnati, which was her old home, were
false and fraudulent, and That he be
lieves his wife has continued Intimate
social relationship with Bell and the
81monses.
Then comes a queer allegation,
wherein Madden asserts that Joseph
Megrue, his wife's father, Is a spiritualist, and Induced Mrs. Madden to
call on the spirits of the dead, asking
Information as to whether Madden

ever really loved her, and wal traa
to her.
Megrue, the petition claims, te a
man without visible means of support,
and Is unable to support Mrs. Maddsa
and her children, and that while Mrs.
Megrue, Mrs. Madden's mother,
alive, he became fascinated with cms
Minnie Baher, which caused his wlf
to commit suicide.
Then Megrue, Madden asserts, map-rie- d
Minnie Baher and placed her in
the- position of mother and guide t
his. Madden's, future wife.
Madden charges that his wife haj
repeatedly taken his children to th
Megrue home, where they have bee
allowed to associate with Mrs. MegrM
and that she is endeavoring- to obtain possession of the children tm
order to make the Megrue home thetrs
for life. Such a home, states Maifden.
would be the ruination for life of botk
his wife and their children.
Mrs. Madden, Madden asserts, was
well aware of the hostility of Bell
and Simons towards him, a hostility
of a character so intense as to mak
them eagrr to not only destroy bis
domestic happiness, but to Impoverish
him and wreck his estate.
Attorney uicKson, ior mrs. niannm,
ridicules the husband's' charges. !!
says that Mrs. Madden's associations with Bell have not been any
more intimate than with Freddls
Gebard, the Whltneys, the Hit
or any other prominent eastern race horse people.
The lawyer also calls attention to
the fact that Madden does not absolutely accuse his wife of adultery,
According to his own staten ent.
Madden is worth $600,000. Hts.
Madden Is now 111 at her father's horn
In Long Branch.

THE GREAT WEST

for the West; .Live 8tock Interests
Region; Th
of the
Necessities for Differentials Favorlna;
Pacific Coast Ports In the Building ot
Naval Vessels; Expositions and Their
Influence Upon the Development of
the Country; Interstate Commerc
Commission and the Betterment
ot
Rail and Water Transportation; Encouragement of Home Manufacturers;
The iBtblman Canal and Its Effects
Upon Commerce.
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Congress
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at Portland

Next Month.

DAILY DEMAND BY
CF VITAL IMPORTANCE

TO

WEST

Portland, Ore., Juiy 18. Preparations on an extensive scale are being
made (or tho session of the
Commercial congress, to
be held iu this city one mouth hence.
During the last few years the congress has enlarged its scope, and
membership in a wonderful degree,
and the foithcoming sexton is expected to be tbe largest and most
uotaMe of Its kind ever held. Though
the congress was originally intended,
to devote its efforts to the development of the
region,
it early outgrew this limitation of its
scope, and embraced Ba its object tho
commercial advancement of the entire country. As has been tho case
for seve. ul years put, this coming
sesKlon will be attended by delegates
from almost every state and territory
In the United States,
Advices received by Secretary Francis Indicate that tho attendance will
reach the 3.00 maik. The governors
of Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, California,
Colorado, New Mexico, Washington
and Oregon a:e expected to be present.
Some of the many objects slated
for consideration are as follows:
The Union of Interests Between Pacific Coast Ports of the Gulf of Mexico; the Improvements
of Illvers,
Harbors, and Waterway; Statehood
for the Territories;
In
Laws Covering Waterways; Irrigation and Mining Araqpg Canada, the
United States and Mexico; Technical
Schools and Experimental Stations
Trans-Mississip-

Trans-Mississip-

DEATH, THE REAPER
St. Paul, Minn., July 18. At Wabasha, Minn., six persons were burn-t- o
to death in a Are which destroyed
the Depot hotel at an early ,hour today. There may be other bodies In
tbe ruins, which have not yet been
reached. The fire was caused by am
explosion of a gas tank In tbe Illuminating plant of tbe hotel.
Fell 3,000 Feet.
y,
Sau Jcse, Cal., July 18. Daniel
who had made numerous ascensions with Pi of. Montgomery's
aeroplane, loxt control of his machine,
and fell 3.000 feet, to his death at
Santa Clara, today.
Mt-loue-

Engineer Is Killed.
Rochester, '. Y., July 18, By the
wreck of 8 freight car In the East
Rochester yards of the" New York
Central todav. Engineer James Clark,
ot D.im-w- , was fatally Injured anJ'dled
in the hospital a short time later.
Fireman F. F. Klossey, of Buffalo, was
scalded, and George White, a negro
pasenger, of Chicago, was slightly
bruised and cut.
The Chicago and Detroit special,
dun here from the east at 4 o'clock
this morning, crashed Into a freight
at the Culver street crossing, and "Engineer Clark anl Fireman Flossey
were caught In the wreckage. Non
of the passengers except White wer
Injured. Railroad officials blame Engineer Clark, who they say, ran past
the block signal.

ALHUQUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN
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CASINO

WANTEDMUZZLES

CWADE OCK
Matinee Sunday at

Notv All classified advertisement
or rather "liner' on cent a word
for
eh Insertion. Minimum ehrg
for any classified advertisement, 15
cent per Issue. In order to Ineur
all
"liner.
proper
classification
should be left at thl office not later
than
o'clock, p. m.
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3 p. m.

FERNANDO.
15o A
Admission
Tuesday
Sunday. Monday,

S

and Wednesday
Evenings.
"FRA DIAVOLO."
Thursday, Friday and
urdav Evenings,

WANTED A gfrl for general housework. 315 South Third street.
WANTED
C.i renters, by W.

Admission .. .. 15c and 25c
Reserved sentg on sale at O.
A. Matson's. 202 West Rail-roa'
avenue.
Gardens open every afterAdmission, free, exnoon.
cept during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

N

0

CASINO
WANTED

WE WANT AT ONCE
2 waitresses, 2 waiters, one good cook
(for out of city), 1 second eook, 1
dishwasher, 1 chamber maid, 2 girl
for housework, 3 painters, man to
take charge of horses, man to wash

CRUCES

From the Republican.
Miss Lillian Parker has returned
to New Mexico and now will reside
with her father, Judge F. V. Prker.
Profs. Tlnaley and Wooton left a
few days ago upon an 'extended trip
for the purpose of examining and reporting upon the character of lands
elected for the Agricultural college.
Hon. Martin Lohman left for New
York to be absent about two months.
Before leaving he let a contract fof
the making of 60.000 adobes to be used
in the construction of a new and mod
ern store building on his present busi
ness site,
Mrs. Louis Hostetter and daughter,
Hazel, arrived on Saturday last upon
a visit to Mrs. Jacoby. They together
with Mrs. Jacoby left Thursday morn
tng for California. Mr. Hostetter, who
was recently appointed consul to Her
moslllo, Mexico, has assumed his new
duties. Miss Hostetter will enter a
young ladies school at Los Angeles
Iter which Mrs. Hostetter will Join
y
her husband.
A young man named Mayer, accompanied by his father, arrived in, Las
Prnces from Fort Smith, Ark., about
ten days ago. He was In the last
stages of consumption. He and his
father went to Dripping Springs in the
hope that the cool mountain breezes
might be beneficial, but a few hours
after arriving there the young man
was seized with a violent hemorrhage
which resulted In his death. The re
mains were taken home by the sorrowing father.

From the Citizen.
The many friends of Attorney Hor-toMoore will be glad t(5 hear that
lie is recovering rapidly.
Ten per cent of the land owners in
the Sixth district, have already subscribed for their share of the Water
Users' association stock.
Doctor J. H. Johnson of Organ, has
the honor of being the first to sign up
for the Hiephane Butte Dam, and
Father P. Lassatge, the second.
Mrs. H. Mcintosh, mother of Mrs.
Tr. W. C. Field, arrived here last
week from Dawson, Alaska. She was
fourteen days making the trip.
Capt. K. H. Faulkner and family
left for Palomas Hot Springs. The
captain has been suffering from rheumatism for some time and hopes that
the springs will cure him.
If the company organized to build
electric car line from Las Cruces to
TCI Paso, would make a start by building it as far as the Agricultural college this year it would look like business. The electric plant can furnish
the power and the road will need but
little grading, if any. The Income for
the first year would be nearly sufficient to pay for ties, rails and two
cars, and would advance the stock of
the company and give us all a ride to
El Paso.
n

SOCORRO

From the Chieftain.
M. Izoewcnstoln has spent the week
on a vacation trip to Trinidad and!
Clayton.
Gus Hood and J. S. Mactavlish were
In town adjusting taxes on property
on the Frisco in which they are mu-tually interested.
Mis luabi'llo Harris, daughter of
Mrs. H. R. Harris of this city, returned home from a visit of several
weeks with friends In Deintng.
O. A. Bush of Ancho, about sixty-fiv- e
miles east of Socorro on the Rock
Island road, was in town to make arrangements to put his son in the
tiohool of Mim-- for a course in mining
and metallurgy.
For several days past rumors have
been current here of an epidemic of
fever resembling typhoid In the Kelly
mining camp. At last reports over
twenty people were prostrated
and
there bad been iulte a number of
deaths.
J. J. Leeson says that the temperature has bern Just one degree cooler
at Socorro than at Santa Fe every day
last week by his own thermometer.
The Ancient City has a good Rummer
Climate, but she Lad belter look to her
I .rels.
John A. Hunter, son of Mrs. Mary
of this city, and formHi I
erly a student at the School of Mines,
recently received a premium of
In gold as a peicrntage of profit, in
addition to his regular salary, "from
the mining company by whom he Is
employed In Aguas Callentes,. Mexico.
Mr. Hunter Is one of the many former
ftahnol of Mines students who are
giving a good accoun' o' themselves.
1
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MONTEZUMA

MASONIC BUILDING,

TRUST

COMPANY

N. THIRD ST

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

SLEYSTER

at
WANTED
Three carpenters,
Broadway and Marquette. Apply to
John Hart.
INSURANCE.
WANTED Three painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
SEAL ESTATE,
for
WANTED Competent woman
NOTARY PUBLIC
plain cooking and general houseInquire Matthews' Jersay
work.
ROOM 5. CROMWEUi BLOCK.
dairy.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
second-hanWANTED Gentlemen's
clothing. No. 615 South Flrst street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
Smoke the White Lily Cigar
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Young man to clerk In a
merchandise, store; must
general
speak English and Spanish. Ad- dress H.. this office.
trustworthy
WANTED Energetic,
man or woman to work In New Mexico representing large manufacturing company. Salary $40 to 90 per
113 1- -2 W. Railroad A
month, paid weekly; expenses advanced. Address with stamp, J. H.
Moore, Albuquerque, N. M.
Established In 1882.
WANTED Two nice rooms for man
and wife with board; permanent If
place suits. Drop postal to Joseph T.
G.
GO.
Miller, 216 Siover avenue. Immediately.
8ol
Agents for Casino Canned
WANTED Young lady or couple to
Good., Jas. Heekln A Co' Coffee.
take room In private family. Little
Imboden' Granite Flour.
expense. Apply 423 Fruit avenue.

CAPITA.

AND

SURPLUS

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Oeposits

teamsters,

CIGARS

v.

AND

THE

BANK

STAPLE

AND

FANCY
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1

bit-te- r,

."

(luai-antee- d

s.

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

GROCERIES

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,
Caahlx--.
Wm. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E.

South Second Street.

21

AL

Hllliboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Order Solicited.
Free Delivery

CROMWELL

DEPOSITORY

FOR

ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

FIMON

WEDDING

207

CAKE

FIRST
NATIONAL

SPECIALTY

A

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

pc

M.

p

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

FRANK McKEE

Csshler
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Csshler.
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Schtftt,

C. P.

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $260,000.09

Officer and Director:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,, . , President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President

Froth
Candlaa m
laity. ...Ice Cream Made In Any
Quantity tor Parties, etc.
Homa-Mmd-

Authorized Capital,
1500,000.00

BANK

We desire patronage, and we
first-clas-s
guarantee
baking
S. First Street,
Albuquerque

IN

DEALER

CONFECTIONERY

The Standard

AND SOFT DRINKS

PLUMBING AND

Second Door North of P. O.

Agrl-tultur-

j

H.

CAPITAL, $160.0O.O

g

Money to Loan

OF

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE.

PRATT &

F.

(for city work),
teamsters FOR GRADE WORK, team
ster for lumber camp, laborer,
bridge carpenters, bridge helpers all
teady position.
A first-clas- s
ratchet setter, and a
first-clas- s
FOR RENT.
planer, $3 per day, to start.
Good position, (out of city). Married
man preferred.
FOR RENT Elegant furnished room
with or without board.' Private famTWENTY MEN
ily. Apply 517 Copper avenue.
For railroad work teamsters and la
borer.
FOR RENT Two very cool, pleasant
SILVtR CITY.
looms for light housekeeping, or
sleeping
rooniB for men. Mrs. H. E.
The
Employment
Southwestern
From the Enterprise.
Rutherford, 113 Iron avenue.
AGENCY
Miss Georgia Carvll, formerly of
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping. Inquire 524 West Railroad
this city, now of G'.obe, is the cham- Phone 195 Red Upstair.
110 South Second street.
avenue.
pion lady bowler of that place, having
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
won the title in a match game with
very deslreable for party of young
for Los Angeles. At Ixis Angeles
the best lady bowlers of the town. The left
men. 713 West Copper.
Mr. Clark will be joined by his daughprize consisted of a handsome cup.
ters, Misses Nina, Anna and Theresa, FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
R. W. Grabe, who recently went who have been there for some weeks
in city, single or ensulte, with table
board. 713 West Copper.
from this city to Globe, was awarded past, and the party will then go on to
Portland, Oregon, to visit the lewis FOR SALE Household goods, furnithe contract last week In a competi- and
Clark exposition.
ture, stoves, refrigerator, cooking
tive bid for erecting four additional
spent the past. week
utensils, folding bed, sewing marooms to the Central school In that at Lou H. BrownHueco
Alamo
where he has
chine, chickens, etc. 607 North
place. The contract calis for an ex- beenthelooking
over the situation. Mr.
Fourth street
penditure of $8,281.
Brown has returned and reports that
Mrs. Anna Belts Austin and son,' the.
cattle are In fine condition, fat
FOR 3ALE.
Thomas B. Austin have arrived from enough
beef and plenty of weeds
their home In Farmlngton, Maine, on to carry forthem
FOR
Rest aui ant, In good loSALE
along until the rains
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Betts,
cation; will sell cheap for cash. Adcome.
Mrs. Austin being a sister of Mr.
dress or call at No. 207 Va Qold aveBetts. The son Thomas B. recently
nue; upstairs, room 3.
SANTA FE
passed the examination for entrance
FOR SALE Six octave organ, In
Into Columbia and will enter that In
good
repair. Apply at 221 South
stitution In the fall.
Broadway.
New Mexican.
From
the
The work of pebble-dashinthe new
The Misses Gerard of Albuquerque,
Methodist Episcopal church will be arrived
in the city Saturday to be the
LOST.
finished this week. The building is guests for
a few weeks of their aunt,
undoubtedly one of the prettiest and Mrs.
LOST A small diamond ring, two
John Didler.
most artistic structures in the southBmall stones; finder return same to
Luther Foster, president
west and stands as a monument to the of Professor
Citizen office and receive reward.
e
the New Mexico College of
pluck and perservance of the building
and Mechanics Arts, arrived LOST Black chiffon fan, trimmed
committee and to the pastor the Rev. from Mesilla
with gilt spangles and pearl hanPark for a visit with his
J. G. Harshaw who has been unremitdle. Return to The Economist and
ting In his labors to push the struct- wife and daughter who are here for
receive suitable reward.
the summer.
ure to successful completion.
Hiram B. Wood, an old and respect- LOST A white fox terrier, wearing
George Bell left this week for the
black collar, with brass rlVets In it.
Upper Gila Hot Springs, where he will ed citizen of Buckingham, Canada, and
Return to Rothenberg & Schloss'
of J. Bernard Wood of this city,
spend a week In rest and recuperation. fatherJuly
cigar store and receive reward.
16th at his home In the CanMr. Bell's eye, which was Injured last died
town. Mr. Wood had been a sucwinter, and for which he took a trip adian
RAILROAD TICKETS.
and continued in
to California where he took treatment cessful millwright many
years. He
vocation for
Cut Rate.
of an eminent oculist, has not made that
leaves a widow, one son and four
For reduced rates to and from all
the Improvement expected of It, and daughters.
go
points
to
Paulsens Association
Mr. Bell hopes, by placing himself In
Professor Wl R. Twining, who Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
perfect physical condition, to thereby
as
principal
public
bought,
of the
tickets
sold and exchanged.
strengthen the injured eye and regain served
c
scholduring
city
schools
of this
the
part of the sight.
A Citizen want ad Is a good Invest
astic year 1904-05- ,
has been appointpublic ment
ed principal of the Socorro
6ALLUP
schools. Professor Twining Is a competent and efficient teacher and filled
the office of principal of the public
From the Republican.
John McSparron returned to Gallup schools of this city very acceptably.
after having spent two years in the
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
vicinity of St. Louis.
' NOTICE OF EXECUTOR.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Galpln of Ken-- !
Notice Is hereby given that the exdrick, Ok'ahoma, are here the guests ecutor, Jose E. Chaves, was on the 8th SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REof their uncle and aunt, W. F. Kuchen-becke- r day of June, A. D. 1905. duly ap- CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as hlgii
and wife.
pointed by the Honorable Probate as 1200,000. Loans are quickly made
Mrs. Joseph Shatter left for San Court In and for Valencia county, New and strictly private.
One
Time:
Francisco.
will spend several Mexico, executor of the estate of Fel- month to one year given. Goods
Sii
to re
weeks visiting tho various places of ipe Chaves, deceased, late of Belen, main in your possession
Our rates
Interest In California.
Valencia county. New Mexico.
The assessed valuation for McKin-- '
All persons having claims against are reasonable. Call and see us before
ley county this yea: Is something like the said estate of Felipe Chaves, de- borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
$1,001,704. After going over the fig- ceased, are hereby notified and reures roughly they figure up this quired to present the same within the Steamship tickets to and from all
amount. This is $50,ooo higher than time required by law. Also all perparts of the world.
sons Indebted to said estate are hereby
last year.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bids ,
Mrs. W. F. Kuckenbecker returned notified' to forthwith call upon the un105 West Railroad Ave
home from Lob Arigeles, California, dersigned to pay the same.
PRIVATE OFFICES
JOSE E. CHAVES.
last Saturday. She hut", spent four
OPEN EVENINGS.
months in the At'gel City for her Executor of the estate of Felipe
Chaves, Deceased.
health and comes back much imBelcn. N. M, June 12, 1905.
proved.
Found a Cure for Dyspepsia.
j
Mrs. B. Lindsay, of Fort William.
I nst Saturday afternoon Mrs. G. W. '
Ontario,
Canada, who has suffered quite
Wells assisted by Mrs. Palmer Ket-- ,
AVISO DE EJECUTOR.
a number of year from dyspepsia aa4
ner gave a luncheon In honor of the Aviso es por estas presentes dado, que great pains In the stomach, was ad rises'
by her druggist to take Chamberlain's
Misses dishing at the home of Mrs. el abajo flrmadoJose E.
fue en Stomach and l.lver Tablets. Bh did so
Wells. Those present were the Misses el dia 8 de Junto, A. D. Chaves,
and says, "I find that they hs,j dose
190S, deblda-mentgreat deal of good. I have never
Barbara Coton, Irene Taggart, Flede
nombrado por la Honorable me
had any suffering sine I began using
Smith. Myrtle Smith and May Blether-ton- . Corte de Pruebas del Condado
Vade
them." If t rousted with dyspepsia
The afternoon was spent in a lencia, Nuevo Mexico, Ejecutor
del Indication why not take these Tablets.
guessing contest. The titles of books estado de Felipe Chaves, difunto, ultlRet well and stay well? For sale by til
were to be guessed from illustrations. mamente del condado de Valencia. dealers.
o
Mias Fleda Smith won first and Miss Nuevo Mexico.
Want Sim at Pueblo.'
Barbara Cotton received the booby
Todas las personas que tengan reCharlie Rathburn, the Las Vegas
prize.
clames en contra de dicho estado de base ball player,
received an offer of
Felipe Chaves, difunto, son por estas $100 a month
presentes requerldas y notiflcada de good, to go to and $150 If he made
HIUSBORO
to Join the
presetitar
las nilsmas dentro del Western league Pueblo
team, recently purliempo requerido por ley. y tamblen chased
from Colorado Springs. He
From the Advocate.
todas las personas que
a dicho would probably bo placed on second
Thursday Boil Reed brought in the estado son por estas dehan
presentes
base.
young man, however. Is
pelts of two mountain lions which he
de inlnedistamente pagar las needed The
on the Las Vegas team, and
killed In Sawplt gulch near Kingman. niismas al abajo flrmado.
is not Inclined to accept
the offer.
One of the beasts measured over eight
JOSE E. CHAVES.
Mutney has l.o..n making good witn
feet.
KJeoutor del Estado de Felipe Chaves the Colorado
Springs, or rather PuIt is reported that a valuable gold
difunto.
eblo team. He pitched one eleven Indiscovery has been made in the San
Belen, N. M.. Junlo 12 de 1U05.
gam au'ainst Omaha last week,
ning
Mateo mountains. The lucky discoverwhich was called at seven each, owing
er is P. C. Bell and the claim is loCholera Infantum.
to darkness.
near
San Mateo peak.
cated
Kuth, the little dioiphter
of K V
S. F. Malette. Walter Malette and I'rw. y. of Axnewvllle. Va.,
Ea serious
Buy It Now.
John A. Henry of Chicago, arrived ly III of choleraup Infantum lust summer
Now Is the time to buy ChnniTiertaln's
anU did not r sprat hi-- r
her
here last Friday. The three gentle to'"Ilivea"
from one hour to another" he i 'hollo. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
men ure the principal owners of the ays. "I happened to think of Chamber. It is rertiiln t.i be needed sooner or
nin
Chollc, Cholera and IlHrrhiea later and when that time conies you
Wicks mine which they are investigat Hetnedy
will need it badly you will need it
nod got a bottle of It from
ing.
Hoy It now. It may save life,
Blur. In live hours 1 saw a chnnite the
for nniekly
the better. We kept on ghlog It and
sale by all dealers.
Hhe bad taken the half of one
before
DEMING.
small bottle she wm well." This remedy
Mrs. Wall,
mother of H. S. Wall,
Is for Bale by all dealers.
the round house foreman for the Santa
From the Heudilght.
Fe at Hurst ow, was run over by a
Bent Her Double.
A. W. Pollard and J. R. Waddill,
at Harrow Sunday night. Sirs.
no one for four weeks, when train
two attorneys, accompanied by J. A. I "Iwasknew
Wall was frightfully mangled by the
' h typhoid fever
n'-kidand
McCoy, left for the Tres Hermanns to ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter accident, both legs being run over
"aiid when 1 got betattend the sale of th Cincinnati mill- of rittxl.urg, I'ii.,
cut off above the knees. Her
ter. HlthoiiKh 1 hud one of the bent doc- and
ing property.
tor
could get, I wu hent double, and Uxlv was otherwise frightfully manA camping party consisting of Mr. had to reet
my hand on my knees gled.
ami Mrs. Koontz and daughter, Mrs. when I walked. From this terrible
I
was
rescued by Klectrlo
Rush, Miss lieeson and Williams Rumy health and
Itchiness of tho skin, horrible
which
therford left Iteming for a two weeks Birenprth, and revtorvd
now I can walk
plague. Most everybody afflicted In
ever. They are limply
trip to tho Carpenter ranch on the MiralKht
to cure stomach, one way or another. Only one safe,
Sapio.
liver and kidney disorders; at all drug-gist- never falling cure. Doan's Ointment.
A. J. Clark, accompanied by his son,
Price 60c
At any drug store, 60 cents.

New Mexico Towns
US

Meat.

fresh

of

JOE RICHARDS,

Wonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with us. We secure positions as well as find position.

wagons,

kind

B. A.

d

0

MARKET

Hes-sclrle-

FERNANDO.

N

MEAT
All

1ft, 1905.

STWtT

Emil Hielnwori

WANTED.

Sat

TUESDAY, JULY

HEATING CO.

Rankin & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

I. H. COX, Manager.

LOANS

Pipe, Irop Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam snd
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engine.
Iron

Automatic Phone 441.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo

Mlldin.

412 W. Railroad Ave.

CO

KEYES-LAMK- IN

AUTO. 'PHONE, 671.

COLO.,234.

Cement Contractors
Cement Work of All Kinds"

Estimates Furnished

208

SOUTH

BROADWAY

MERCHANT

TAILOR

THE

OF

BANK

LUUQUEHQUK
$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like

an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

I nave opened a mercnant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 20
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage of the general
public
Suit made to order. Clothe cleaned,
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladles'
garment also cleaned, and walking
klrts made to order. Fit guaran
teed. Have bad 15 years' experience
In this city. Give me a trial.

President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

O. N. MARRON,

J.

B.

D. A.

.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

rnmmmmimiiiiinTTTTTTmD
"OLD RELIABLE"

NEW TIME CARD

P U TN E Y

WHOLESALE

Eastbound.
No. 2, Atantlo Express, axrire 7:U
a. m.; depart 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrive
11:69 Tuesdays and Friday a; departs
12:09 a. to, Wednesdays and Batur- days.
No. 8, Chicago and Kansas City
preas,
0:45 p. iu.; departs 7:45

Flour,
Carrie

1878

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

O. BAMBINI.

Westbound,

NATIONAL

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

0. BAMBINI HAS OPMED BU8I
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
ROAD AVENUE.

p. m.

STATE

Grain

GROCER

and

Provisions.

the Largest and Most Extensive

Stock

ot

Farm and Freight Wagons
H

RAILROAD AVENUE.

XX

XXITl ZZZZZ XXTJ X XX T X I X XXX

ALBUQUERQUE.
X X

N.

t.

I X X X XXTTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXsW

No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrlTea
7:30 p. m.; departs 1:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrlTM
10:40 a. m, Mondays and Thursdays:

departs 10:50 a. m. Monday
and
Thursdays.
No. 7, San Francisco Fast MalL arrives 10:30 p. m.; depart 11:19 p. m.
Southbound.

departs 11; 30
with eastern train
No. 27

GROSS

KELLY

&

CO.

(INCORPORATED)

p. m.. connects

No. 22 arrlTes from south 7:!ft a. m.
connecting with No. 2, eastbound.
All trains dally except No. t and 4.
No. 1 carries through chair, standard and tourist sleeping car to Loe
Angeles.
No. 7 carrle through chair, standard and tourist sleeping car (or Baa
Francisco.
F. L. MYERS. Agent
Hullds up the system; puts pure,
rich blood In the veins; makes men
and women stroLg and healthy. Burdock Ulood Hitters. At any drug store.

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

TUESDAY, JULY

ALIiUQUEKOUE EVENING CITIZEN.

18, 1905.

Rememder Your Hair
Will Soon Turn . . . .

rJ

HEP)

lf

Now is the Time to Secure
a Hme f Your Own
' '

YV

u

MIITIIIXI
The Most Beautiful Location

400

50x14?

LOTS

in

PACE THREE.

'

:

ML MM

(MM
Albuquerque

$100, A150, $200

FEET

PER LOT

1

27
at our

The Rent you now throw away will come in bandy in the autumn of your life. Call

office and we will show you

the lots.

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

M, IV. Flournoy, Sec.

V-Pr- es.

D. K. B.

Sellers, Mgr.
crsrafc

have value

SCOTTY PARADES NEW YORK WITH

received for mine.

I'd

my money with a crowd
of newspaper men or with the

lather spend

TRUST HIS DOG'S
NOT
$1,000 COLLAR IN WALL STREET
AND THEY'VE GOT TO SHOW
HIM ON BROADWAY IF THEY
ON LOS
GET THE TIPS
ANGELES, AND SAYS CHICAGO
IS ASLEEP DUBS LIKE ROCKEFELLER AND MORGAN NOT THE
ONLY ONES WHO CAN BUY SPETRAINS TELLS ABOUT
CIAL
THE RICH GOLD IN HIS MINES.

Walter Scott,
the confessed "Death Valley Monte
Chrlato,' has his own Ideas on "a
good time." He came into New
York for the ' fun of it." He came
with $19,000, according to his own
figures. He is not going to be "done"
out of any of it, that is, If he can help
it, and he certainly lookB as if he
could take care of himself in a crowd.
He Is almost six feet,
as you would expect of a
westerner that has
spent his life on the plains with the
horses and cattle, or going to make
up a part of a Buffalo Dill wild west
aggregation, or pegging away at some
poor prospect or other down In Death
Valley where the ordinary man cares
not to dwell. He is 27 ycais of age,
smooth faced, ruddy of complexion,
and ready, with tongue, genial, wholehearted, and dead anxious to do a
turn for any fellow that he thinks is
"'on the level."
Four years ago a New York banker
"grub-staked- "
Scott to the tune of
$4,000. Scott says he never got out
of town with more than a fraction of
It, but when he did "hit the trail back
to Arizona, he landed on a. streak of
"pay" out in Death Valley, and bis
tales of the fortune he has made
would make Croesus jealous.
He says that he has the only mine
In the valley, and that if te could
only let liquor alone long enough, he
could "pan out" one, two, yes, .ten
millions in a few years.
Within the last four years he says
he has cleaned up $150,000. His last
cleanup, before his celebrated trip to
the east began, amounted to 34.O0O.
"I put out $10,000 for the special
choo-chotrain to Chicago, and
have riddttd myself of some $5,000more. So I've $19,000 left, and I'm goNew York, July 18.

than down on Wall street.
None o' them fellers gets mine, you
bet.
"Why did I buy a special train?
Well, I s 'pose that people think that
only Rockefeller and Morgan arvl
those dubs can buy special trains. I
" f-just wanted to show the dear people
that my money was as good as theirs
v
any day in the week.
"Tips? Yes, I believe In tipping a
fellow If he does you any good. I
am i tnrowing tne money away ror i
nothing. Hut if a bell-horeally liops.i
and don t go to sleep, he can always
get a tip out or me. Not tor me, cni- cago.
They re all asleep back there.
s
Just asleep on their feet the
and the
and the hotel
managers, themselves.
But the stalwart westerner belled
himself there, for after cussing a blue
streak for twentv minutes hecause
his order for a gallon of whiskey was
not more promptly met, he handed the
WM-r7.1.
bell-boa tenner to pay his bill of $8
and told him to keep the change.
"Scotty,"
as
he Is familiarly
called, has been in New Yoik several times hefore. He always put up
at n hotel Just off Broadway on Thirty-third
street. The clerk wondered
If be would ston there this time, since
all the story came- out of his golden
trail from the weRt. But he came
back to the same old stamping ground.
While Scotty knows about every
bartender In ton by his first name,'
;
I'M-"- ?
he is not a 'howling Jag, as one
wi
mieht. think. He merely lias a
"starter." and just keeps It.'
Wften he takes a drink, he merely
covers the bottom of his tumbler
with the "fiery." He knows too much
to let the throttle wide open, espe-- i
eialty hpre In New York. He wouldn't
ro back to the valley with the consciousness that he bd been "done" on
Broadway, for nil the treasures, real
SCOTTY SNAPPED BY THE CAMERA MAN ON BROADWAY.
and reputed, that his Galconda con
tains.
Ing to have one
yellow
time,
cur,
of a
and
that a. pack of
And a to the mine, he is rather
when that's gone, It's me back to the dogs was chasin'. I adopted him. shy on
information he hands out.
companion
mine," said Scotty, when he struck He's a better
than all the Fxcent 'W he "nrettv nigh owns all
cheap
Broadway.
skates in Los Angeles.
Death Valley leastwise, all there fa
"Why did I bring the little yellow
"But he don't go out alone with that of it that's worth a continental durn,"
cur dog along? Just to show those $1.0(10 collar I bought him. Wouldn't , and that some of the ore he has taken
blasted dummies' out In Ixs Angeles It have been a Joke if I'd taken him lout has run $88.nno to the ton, and
what I think of 'era. Many's the down on Wall street with that collar that out of an exceptional pocket he
time I've walked the planks out there on and it would have turned up mlss-Ing- ? took out some "dirt once that was
Not for me. The missus has worth $80 a no1""!- It's a quartz vein,
without enough money to buy a bacon rind to grease my shoes with. No- got the collar safe, and If we get tie 8vs. but when yon come to try to
body ever looked at me. I said to hard up we can cut out some of the pin him down to real information as
myself: 'I'll show 'cm,' and I guess I jewels, I guess.
to the locality and extent, and method
"But I only came here to have a of getting the ore out. and where he
have. I cached my dirt, and they all
good time In my sort of way. I don't stamps and treats It, "Scotty" is mum
wanted to give me the glad hand.
"I happened to see a little lonesome, throw any money away. I've got to as an oyster.
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ROSWELL

DISTRICT DEPUTY A.B. RENEHAN
WILL INSTITUTE ONE OF THE
ANTLERED HERD IN THE PECOS
VALLEY TOWN.
district deputy for
grand lodge of the B.
P. O. E., will leave next Sunday for
Roswell, where on the 25th, Inst., beginning in the morning, he will institute a new lodge of the order, to be
known as Roswell lodge, says the
New Mexican. He will go by the
Santa Fe Central from here to Torrance and thence across country by
the automobile line. A working team
of ten Elks will be taken along, six
of whom will be members of the
Santa Fe lodge and four from the
Albuquerque lodge. In addition to the
members of the order already In Roscandidates will be inwell, forty-fou- r
itiated and will Join the antleied Tierd.
Mr. Renehan has sent a general invitation to the several lodges in the
territory. Inviting the various members to be present at Roswell on the
25th. inst., and to aid him In the work.
This will take at least two days, and
he expects that a number of representative Klks from the various towns
in the territory, will be present. The
officials from the Albuquerque lodge
of Elks are arranging for reduced
rates for the various lodge members
in the territory.
There aie five lodges of Elks in
New Mexico, all In a flourishing condition, and the institution of the one
at Roswell will make six. It will start
as one of the largest and most prosperous In the territory, considering
funds and membership.
Mr. Renehan's trip and visit to
Roswell will require about a week.
A.

B. Renehan,

the New

Mexico"
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One of nature's remedies: cannot
harm the weakest constitution: never
falls to cure summer complaints of
young or old. Ir. Fowler's Kxtract
of Wild Strawberry.

POOR TEETH
Come from lack of chewing;

Dentists Endorse
Grape-Nttt-

s

THE SCIENTIFIC

FOOD

llie American Lumspending a few days
camp In the western
county.

Cholera and
The Best
in Existence.
manngr
of
the White
T. M. Wood,
County News.
Ark.. U a repreman, who
sentative southern business
docii not hesitate In expressing his good
remedy.
He
opinion of a well known
syn. "11 gives me pleasure to recommend Chamberlain's chollc. Cholera and
1'lnrrho.a Keniedy, hfilntr us.M It myself and In niv family with the best
In fact I bWleve It to be the best
remedy of the kind In existence. Sold
Colic,
Remedy
.

&

T.

S.

$281,165.1$

F,

RAILWAY

SYSTEM

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

FRANKFORT, KY.

& EAKIN

MELINI

vigorating and wholesome.

SOLE AGENTS.

Albuquerqua. New

Is what we are doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drinks on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is in$3 per C2SI

Of

2 dozen

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

Mexico

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company
PHONE

Auto. Phone

199.

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

292.

SSI

I

Ml

X

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

The halo of motherhood it
revere It. snd we all appreciate at whit s cokt It hit
been won. Apprehension, tears, worry, and actual (uttering
make up its cost, and yet all this might be vastly lessened
by tne simple agency ot

Colo. Phone 93

ANOTHER

MO THER'S FRIEND,

K

a liniment dedicated to the using U

JW.

parturition and its accompanying
uttering.
It is applied externally.
end the results following its ust arel STL
nothing short of marvelous "A
fnend in need is a tnena inacra,
that's wbat Mother's Fricml is
Sold at ell drug stoics fur
for(
per bottle
ti oo book,
" Mother!, .od,"
our

JLMl

free

U'

.

Js&

.i:

Smooth Article.

V-w

sk.

if you

ATLAMT.

--

C.

1

fore him because of the absence of
Judge Frank W. Parker from the district. Judge Parker is on his annual
vacation. Bickley is a new arrival In
Las Cruces and has a wife and seven
children. The charge of Insanity was
preferred by his wife.

"I suffered for months from sore
When you And It necessnry to use
salve use DeWttt'a Witch llniel Salve. throat. Electric Oil cured me in twenty-fIt Is the purest and best for Sores, our
hours." M. S. (list, llawesvllle,
Burns, Bolls. Kciema. Blind, Rledlng,
Itching or Protudlng 1'lles. Cet the gen- Ky.
uine DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve. Bold
by all druggists.
Dr. and Mis. I C. Kinney, of
o
.Iinlce John It. McFie. of Santa Fe. Angeles, who were at Chicago at
passed through here last night for So tending the clinic at Rush Medical
corro, where today he held a hear college, and who stopped over a few
ing to determine the question of in- days at Santa Fe to visit I'rof and
sanity iu the case of one Hicklev, of Mrs. R. W. Twining, passed through
Ijis Cruces, which was brought be the city on their way home last night

Iis
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BOTH El Proprietors.

CLUB

ROOMS

FINE K ESTAUItANT IN CONNECTION

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.
11
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Dr. King's
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FIRE

The Hon Ton restaurant at Santa
Fe, owned by John V. Conway, was
totally destroyed by Are Sunday night
The loss on the building and contents
will amount to between $5,000 and
16,000, which is fully covered by In
s u ranee.
The fire is supposed to have been
caused oy a defective flue, as the
blaze started In the roof of the build
Ing, which was a large
frame
structure. By the time the firemen
reached the scene with their appa
ratus, the building was on fire all
over, and they turned their attention
towards saving the adjoining build
ings, which Included the First Na
tional bank bulliMng on one side and
a row of name, structures on tne
other, occupied by the Oxford club
and the general merchandise store ot
N. Salmon.
After two hours of hard work the
flames were brougtit under control.
The restaurant was completely wiped
out. ami the Oxford club, adjoining,
so badly damaged by water, that its
contents were almost a total loss. The
building occupied by the First "National bank was only slightly dam
aged.
This is the second big Are that has
occurred In Santa Fe wltiiln a few
several
months. The other was
months ago, when the handsome Ma
sonic hall was badly gutted.
Citizen

CANDY

DESTRUCTIVE

two-stor- y

BRAD FIELD RLUJLATOR OO.

Judge and Mrs. Matt G. Reynolds,
of St. Louis, have arrived in Santa
Fe where they will visit for a few
weeks. Judge Williams is with the
government attorney for the United
States court of private land claims.
A

--

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 209

Bell 'Phone No. 115

SANTA FE SUFFERS FROM

n

Handsome Gavel.
regent of
M. Asli.tifeller.
tse Silver City chapter of the I). A.
R., received this week from the eat
a handsome gavel made of wood obtained at Valley Forge by Mr.
during a trip to that point
several years
made by the latter.
8ko, says the Silver City Independent. A picture frani made of the same
historical wood now encloses the
charter by the national society. Small
bits of wood that adorn the corners of
the frame were obtained from the
mantel piece of the old Washington
homestead in Virginia. The reliciare
highly interesting and much prized by
the membeis of the local D. A. R.
S.

Total

GEO.

The Haio of Motherhood,
a divine ihing, we all

e

Mrs.

20,000.00

Just Reasons.

There re three reasons why mothers
prefer One Minute Cough Cure: First,
It Is absolutely harmless; Second. It
Third. It
tastes good children love It; Whooping
Coughs, Crouo end
cures
Cough when other remedies fall. Sold
n
Willard's Water Supply.
Hon. W. S. Hopewell, general manager .of the Albuquerque Eastern road,
who was fiere yesterday on his way
to New York, don't think much of
the find of water that has been claimed for VVillard, says the Optic. He
says that water pumped from a depth
or thirty feet won't
of twenty-fivamount to much. Last year the rains
were particularly heavy, and the country around Wlllard Is underlaid with
more surface water than Is usual, and
that is all the much lauded find
amounts to. However, the gentleman
believes there is a vast amount of
water in the valley that Is not surface water, and work is now proceeding on a well that will be bored if
necessary. l,5oo fpet.

by all dealers.

Dividend No. 38

BOTTLED IN DOND.
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Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea

2,401,760.74

WHISKEY

te

Roy l.ynn, of
ber company. Is
in the company's
purt of Valencia

200,000.00

CELEBRATED

AUTOMATIC

ELKS' LODGE FOR

THE A.,

259,404.42

O. F. C.
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Three Good and

OF

t

Deposits

$2,881,165.18

DEPOSITORY

-

Kil

LIABILITIES
Capital and Profits
Circulation

Loans and Discounts
$1,198,504.92
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
55,428.12
Banking House and Furniture
38,500.00
United States Bonds
$ 323,000.00 '
Cash and Exchange
1,265,732.12 1,588,732.12
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YALE LOCKS ON HIS. POCKETS

WOULD
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FINEST
AND

BRANDIES,

JOSEPH
SAMPLE

AND

CLUBROOMS

WHISKIES, WINES
ETC.

BARNETT, Prop.

:i20 West Rallroal

Avenue

Pries
0c fcjt.00
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Trial.
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OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSITIONS "A" AND "B."
The Cltlr.en 1b compelled to take Issue. on that part
if tho report of the special committee, designated "A"
and "B". The first proposition, "A" la "that the establishment of the municipal water system In competion with
tho Water Supply company would be a ruinous enterprise for the city, and neither advisable nor praetlcab e."
ThlB conclusion la not justified by the premises laid down
In the report. In fact the report states no premises
Whatever upon which to base it. It is not shown why the
Uy could not erect a water plant and uppiy Its citizens
with water, at a profit, at the same time paying to the
Water Supply company every dollar It is entitled to receive under its contract. The report docs not show why
this course, If no reasonable terms can be made with the
Water Supply company, would be "a ruinous enterprise
for the city, and neither advisable nor practicable."
The report says: "We therefore conclude that the establishment of a municipal water system, in competition
with tho Water Supply company, would be a ruinous enterprise for tho city, and neither advisable nor practicable."
This declaration of the committee Is plainly not In
larmony with the sentiment of tho community and will
not commend Itself to the voters who are In favor of the
city'B owning its water plant. If It had been adopted by
the city council any further negotiations for the purchase
or the Water Supply company's plant m'ght as well have
been abandoned. This declaration Is equivalent to saying
to the Water Supply company, "We will not us the
power the city has to erect Its own plant. You can dictate your own terms. If the city does not accept them,
well and good. the people of Albuqu srque will have to
submit for fourteen years longer to the present exorbitant
rates of the Water Supply company."
This is not the situation that confronts the peop.e
or the city council.
The second proposition "D" is as follows: "And. even
If such an enterprise could be made a success, it would
contract, and
Jn effect be a repudiation by the city of its
for that reason is not to be considered." This proposition
Is utterly without any foundation. It has never been
suggested that the city should or could refuse to pay a
aingle dollar Its contract calls for. There Is nothing In
rethe contract with the Water Supply company which any
quires the city, under any circumstances, to order
extensions of mains or take additional fire hydrants. It
unquestionably has the power to grant a franchise to
another company, or erect Its own plant and furnish Its
own water and fire hydrants In addition to what It now
has from the Water Supply company. The Citizen has
shown this to the people many times. It will do so again.
All the city Is bound to do Is to comply with the
terms of Its contract and pay their rental for fire hydrants It now has, and receive the water called for under
the contract, as a part of the consideration for the rental
of these hydrants. The letter of Its bond Is all the Water
Snnn'.v comDanv can insist upon. This is not repudia
tion. The neonle need not fear any threatened "stigma
ot repudiation. The city can not repudiate its legal obligations if it would, and no citizen of Albuquerque would
have it do bo If it could. It would be Btrange If the city
could grant a franchise to another company, to lay pipes
In tho streets and furnish water to the public, and yet
be unable to do so Itself. Such Is not the legal status.
The Citizen has maintained that the city has tho legal
atcr
rtirht to acaulro or erect, and maintain its own
works for the benefit of its people, and that it Bhould do
so. at the earliest opportunity, and It will continue to so
maintain both from a legal and moral standpoint.
The people are again to be. congratulated upon the
action of the council in declining to submit itselt in aa
vance of its negotiations with, the Water Supply com
pany as to what It can or will do in the premises.

corporations would throw flouts and Jeers at the rapidly-extendinmovement to Increas the size and effectiveness
of the Municipal Ownership league. Precisely for such
purposes are those newspapers paid and supported by the
corporations, and the subsidy would not long be paid if an
equivalent for It were not fortheom.ng.
"Nobody expects the water company, or the tramway
company, or the light company to he.p along tho municipal league, and, therefore, nobody expects newspapers run
by the water, tramway or light company to point out that
tho league Is a good thing.
"The attacks upon the leaguo in the' corporation
press are tho best evidence that the magnltud of Its men-neto corporations is fully understood.
"The Municipal Ownership league is a voluntary
of citizens opposed to monopolistic control of
public utilities. There are no fees or dues. It Is an organization wherein Individual voters may bo united in a
common cause which Is outside of party lines, and'whlch
is of the highest Importance to the future of the city."
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LLARNARD & LINDEMA NN,
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
PIANOS FOR RENT
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The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
handles any old thing. Call at
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- tomatlc 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
155 black.
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The New York Times Is firm In the conviction that
Mr. Morton's "wisest course, his best course, the only
straightforward and saving course before him is now to
ask the attorney general to take such proceedings as will
judicially determine whether he must be held personally
guilty of the unlawful acts and the contempt of court
charged against him, or whether he was in no case personal. y implicated In the Atchison rebate matter. If the
court exonerates him, then, indeed, he will be in the posi
tion which Mr. Roosevelt, with heroic devotion to a
friend, now declares him to occupy, that of having no
need to pay further heed to the accusations that have
been made against him."
Relieving there-i-s a principle involved In the controversy that can hardly bo Ignored by those concerned for
Hie strict enforcement of the law against granting rebates, the New York Journal of Commerce "cannot help
sympathizing with the views of Messrs. Harmon and Jud
son that the only way to hold corporations to obedience
io law Is to hold their officers to a full responsibility, not
only for giving the proper orders but for seeing that they
ire executed." The Boston Evening Transcript also be
lieves the position of Messrs. Harmon and Judson to be
Impregnable, and that Mr. Morton is left In the position
of a man who has escaped trial by the charges against
him being nol prossed. The Transscript's Washington
correspondent presents a record of the case tho concla
'ions of which agree with those of the Haltimore Sun
which latter remarks: "The president's compliment to
Mr. Morton does not appear to bo borne out by the records in the case. It appears that Mr. Morton was one of
a number of railroad officials who, when the interstate
commerce commission had prosecuted an inquiry with
such vigor as to havo the corporations practical. y corner
ed, gave testimony which was in the character of an
acknowledgment that tho law was being violated. The
records further show that Mr. Morton was not the first,
but the ninth official who thus testified."
After stating that "Mr. Morton says ho Is innocent
and Mr. Roosevelt is sure of it," the Springfield Rcpubli
can Inquires: "Then why, If Mr. Morton had nothing to
fear from a probing of the case and the prosecution of
any ono found guilty why did the administration seek to
block the case, or switch off the prosecution from against
Individual officers and direct it only against corporations
to be let off with fines that amount to nothing? We can
not answer that question, and the president, who can
leaves it unanswered."
believes that "the reluct
The Chicago Record-Heralance of the attorney general and the president to follow
the advice of special counsel may be explained without im
pugning. their motives," at the same time It is of the
opinion that "If we turn to the question of a precedent
there can be no doubt that the precedent for which they
(Messrs. Harmon and Judson) were working would have
been of Inestimable value in the future."
Will the president's action in the Morton case destroy his position aa a railroad-ratreformer? A question
askeu by the Baltimore News, is also answered by that
Journal, to the effect that "the president's letters to Mr.
Moody and Mr. Morton constitute, on their face, an abandonment of all the heroic, or, if you please, the strenuous-elem- ent
there may have been in the railroad crusade."
'
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Glasses, six for 20c.
Latest designs in matting.
Special sale of fancy lamps.
McBrlan Furniture

Reasonable
Rates

Own olntdala, Rrop't.

SALE BEGINS

Saturday

SPECIALS.

PAY-DA-

HOTEL

rn

Bye-te-

Large
Airy

GRAND

We offer our entire stock
of shoes, consisting of
the very best make of
Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes at cost, and
less, for the next 20 day.

Thore Is no ense of Imllerstlon. Dys
pepsia or Stomnch Trouble that will not
yield to tne aiKesuve ami Birenmnening
influence of KlUol Dyspepsia Cure. This
rem in! y takes the strain off the stomach
by digesting what you eat and allowing
it to rest until It grow strong again.
Koilol Dyspepsia Cure affords quick and
permanent relief from Indigestion and
all stomnch trouble, builds up the
and so purifies that disease cannot
and gain a foothold as when In
attack
,
U
Sold by
condition.
druggtsta,
i.JIti
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OF SHOES

Indigestion Cured.
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OUT SALE
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MONUMENTS.

SOME VIEWS OF THE
SANTA FE REBATE

lor a Piano more than our prices

rTROMO BLOCK

OF COUNCIL ON WATER QUESTION.
The action of the city council last night In receiving
but not adopting the report of the special committee ap
pointed to confer with the Water Supply company was
eminently wise.
Alderman Ilfeld's position Is to be commended by the
community generally in not committing himself to propo
sitions "A" and "B" in the report of the committee. It is
apparent that these propositions were not properly before
the council for consideration at this time, nor does it ap
pear that tho considerations Involved in these two propo
sitions have been fully considered by the committee. I ne
action of Alderman llfeld and tho city council, therefore,
In merely receiving tho report and not adopting It was
the only course to pursue under the circumstances.
- Neither tho city council nor the city is therefore committed to these two propositions.
The action of the council in providing for the employment of a competent and disinterested expert to examine
the property of the Water Supply company and estimate
the value of its property, Including Its franchise and contract and other elements of .value, is also to be comSELECTIONS MADE FROM
mended.
The only objection that could be possibly urged to
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
this action Is the provision In the resolution that the serf
by the city
vices of such expert shall be paid,
and the other half by the Water Supply company. It
wouid seem that It necessarily follows from this that the
Texas and New Mexico.
Water Supply company will have a voice In the selection
The Texas Water Users' association has petitioned
of the expert.
the Reclamation service for the privilege of signing up
"Under these circumstances It would be better to have 23,000 acres in addition to the acreage heretofore allotted
more than one expert, one to be selectd by the city and to them undeh the Elephant Butte project. This request
one by the Water Supply company. It would probably be is made for the reason that the lower El Paso valley has
better for the city to employ its own expert and pay him. a much greater area of irrigation land than the acreage
and the Water Supply company, if it sees fit, to employ to which water rights are proposed to bo granted under
its expert. There Is no serious objection, however, to said project, and the Texas people, whoare fully alive
to be
this course of procedure as the report Is by no means to the Importance of the project, desire
final.
of any deficiency
prepared to avail themselves
The Citizen suggests to the people of Albuquerque, in the number of acres signed up in New Mexico.
110,000
acres
who are the parties vitally iuterested In this question, We are entitled water rights for
and especially to the water consumers of Albuquerque, if we pledge same to tho project. If we fail short, Texas
that they take steps at once to appoint a citizens' com- is likely to get tho benefit of our shortage. Wo have it
mittee to act for them and employ an expert at their own in our power to protect our interests; all that Is required
expense. Independently of the expert employed at the in- is to pledge our holdings. A word to tho wise should be
stance of the city council and the Water Supply company. sufficient. Get busy. Rio Crande Republican.
This will obviate any possible objection to the action
of the city council In tho premises, providing for the payAnswer Well Made.
ment of the expert In the manner above stated.
The Mesa Free Press took notice of the Interview
This is a matter of vital Importance to the city of v!iat appeared In the Oasis, with Mr. Thos. Armstrong,
Albuquerque and especially to tho people who believe In Jr., of Phoenix, In which iho gentleman took strong
municipal ownership of the water works, and the water ground, fortified with cogent argument, in favor of anexa- consumers and tax payers can well afford to employ an tion of the counties of New Mexico, in order to secure
expert at their own expense In order that they may have statehood for Arizona; and all the Free Press can present
the fullest Information possible. They will be called upon in reply Is that "Mr. Armstrong is not a good citizen of
themselves to act and ratify any action of the city council Phoenix." A very lame and impotent conclusion. Accordon this subject in the end and tho public should there ing to the Free Press a conscientious man must sink hU
fore have the fullest Information, and under the circum deepest convictions as to some of tho very fundamental
stances there can be lo objection raised by the Water principles of free government through fear their expresSupply company, and the city council of course would not sion may have a tendency to depreciate the price of corra'.HO any, to the public having and receiving the fullest ner lots in the town where ho resides.
Nogales Oasis.
information obtainable.
Another Name Won.
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP GROWING.
In the Roman circus In olden times, the performer
The war for municipal ownership is on In Denver.
who rode two horses and leaped alternately from the sadThe Daily News publishes the following coupon:
Application for Membership.
dle of one to that of the other was called desultor. While
I hereby subscribe myself a member of The Denver the Albuquerque Journal Is not quite as skillful In riding
Municipal Ownership league, having for Its object tho two nags, and cuts some ludicrous capers in so doing yet
ownership by Denver of Its public utilities, duo regard it ha earned the title of the "Albuquerque Desultor" by
being had at all times for the best interests of the people. this time and will undoubtedly be eiitered as one of tho
I favor the acquisition of present existing plants at a fair c!rcus attractions of the New Mexico fair this fall. New
compensation, and In case purchase at a fair price can- Mexican.
not be had, then that the city shall construct new plants,
Well Earned Promotion.
and I favor and demand that the city shall at once ac- R. J. Woodward, formerly agent of the Santa Fe In
quire the I,arombe street lighting plant under the terms
th's city, later agent at El Paso ami Topeka, has been
of the franchise ordinance.
promoted to the position of trainmaster of the Colorado
Name
division of the Santa Fe with headquarters at lopeka.
Residence
It is predicted by bis friends, of whom he has a host in
Business address
Speaking editorially the News says: "It was to be this city, that the next step will be to the division super- ipected that newspapers controlled by the public utility J lntendency. Silver City Independent.
ACTION

Horses a Specialty

ne
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Is not only lost, but also the interest on it for life. You cannot buy a
reliable instrument choaper than we can sell It to you, and therefore, It
Is wise for you to see us before making a purchase.

STABLE

The exports of merchandise from the port of New
York for the week ending last Saturday wero $8,488,381
compared with 10,742.006 in the preceding we k and
From
$7.i'(i7,fi.12 In the corresponding week last year.
January 1 the exports from this port aggregate $281,723,- 271, against $2.ri2,C71,271 In the corresponding period last
vear or an Increase of $29,052,000.

9

Every Dollar you, pay

Highland Livery

e

Tho Tucson Star quotes an article from The Citizen
m the "Native American Heroine," and ascribes It to the
morning paper of this city. No doubt the mistake should
i:e charged to the editorial shears.

TUESDAY, JULY

o

Julv 8

Co.

IF YOU DO

and positively

Go to the mountains, . let us n!w- wou
i
prices on camp outfits and eatables.)
We have most everything needed In;

REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
Fillings,
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted without pain, 60c. All guaranteed.

ClosesJulv28

i

that line.

i

We handle the finest canned meats'
put up. Deviled ham, 6 for 25c; corned
beef, 2 for 25c; dried beef, 2 for 25c;
roast beef, 2 for 35c; lunch tongue, 2
"j ,
?iV ; iv
lor 35c; ham loaf, 15c; veal loaf, 15c;
besf loaf, 15c; chicken loaf, 15c; potted chicken, 10c; very fine red salmon, 15c per can; baked beans.
can, good quality, 10c, or $1.10 per
dozen; condensed milk, good quality,
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
2 for 25c; Red Cross cream, 10c; good
Boom 12, N. T. Armio Bidg.
quality cream, 3 for 25c; soda crackers, 3 lbs for 26c, 7c per lb by the
Sisrrvvjw
box; fine ginger snaps, 3 lbs for 25c
Don't forget to take along some of
our 35c M. & S. coffee, at 25c.
&
Canned Fish Sardines, domestic,
5c, or 6 for 25c; Sardines, Imported,
10c per can; sardines
In
mustard,
large, 10c per can; salmon, good quality, 10c per can or 3 for 25c. All other
goods in proportion. Remember, we
guarantee all our goods. Your money
back if you want it. Goods delivered
In
Dealers
to any part of the city.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
AND THE BEST OF MEATS. IMAuto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tijeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

For cash only
nothing
will be charged and nothing reserved.

'i

b

A. SIMPIER,

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
takes pride in her bread and
cake making knowsthe pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use
mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
Who

....Matteucci.

most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and. light.

"AMBULANCE"

STAGE LINE FOR
MOVING THE SICK OR
JURED.
only
mall;
Carries the United States
Prompt Service Day or Night.
line with a change of stock enroute;
SPRINGS

BUILDING

107 South Second St.

P. Lommori..,--

JEMEZ HOT

BAPNETT

M. BERGER

IN-

114

West Copper Ave.

"EMPRESS."

rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Sat0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, ad- Colo. Phone, 75
Automatic, 147.
dress W. Li. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proWhen you want a pleasant laxative
prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
that It eany to take and certain to act.
use Chamherlain's Stomach and Liver
Turkish Nongate Is fine after a Tablets. For sals by all dealers.
dish of ice cream eaten at Mrs.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
confectionery store and Ice
the news.
cream parlor.
stood

's

WHOLESALE

& Eakin

fVlelini

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone
and O. P. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A
B. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated catalogue and
Salesroom 111 South First Street,
price list. Auiomatic Telephone Itt
Alhueueroue Vew Mctioo

e

raw

THE BANK OF

GO Ml

one-hal-

SOLOMON LUNA,
W. S.
rSICKLtS,
Vica

W.

Pan.

ALBUQUERQUE

Cam

. JOHNSON,

O.

t. CSOMW1LL
ARNOT

IO.

4. o.

a.

m.

salosidqs

slackwill

William sminiosn

REPORT OF CONDITION JULY 3. 1905
LIABILITIES

ftesouftoma
en JtanH,
$ 71,436.09

Capltat.

Cos A
Due frcm Oonfte (Slaftt
-Gxcrtange)
Discounts,
A
leans

Surpfus, and. Preflt.

837.fi39.04
034.084.97
4.637.07
tfumiture and Fixture.
Rea( Citato,
'
l?.044.70
$1,304,731.87
n

M &

P O N D

We have the best Mower
and Rake made for New
Mexico
y

Runs Lighter, Longer and'
BETTER

Oepesit,

-

loo.ooo.w
38.73 . 8
1

1

I.ir0.990.69

$1,334,731.87
A

C

ff

R. L. WOOTTON

L. M. WOOTTON

WOOTTON & WOOTTON
(Successors to L. R. Thompson)

Real Estate, Loans and

Rentals

City Residence
Special Attention Given to Business and First-clasOwners.
Property and Its Management for
to us, and
Intrusted
business
to
all
Our Motto: "Close attention
prompt returns."
s

Bain and Old Hickory Wagons
,v
HARNESS
a,

SADDLES

'I "

wTJ.
,mbsA

AND

korber

& go

We Solicit a portion of your business, twenty five years' experience
in this line. Call and see us.

123

SOUTH

THIRD STREET.

TUESDAY, JULY
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SPECIAL COMMITTEE

0

SPECIML
SMLE
0000000

0
0

It't getting to the time of the year when everything Summery muit be
put on the "retired list" eo far aa thla store la concerned; yet, two full
wearing montha are ahead.
A better chance to buy Men'a, Boya' and Children's Clothing, Hata and
Haberdashery for lesa than actual value

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PAGE FIVE.

MAKES ITS REPORT

-

i

On the Water Question

The Report and
ment Thereto Published

TOWELS
Amend-- l

in Full.

!

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

A

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Furnishings 00

and

o
0000000
$00000000000000000000000000000000000
We Sell Everything

THE

U WifcL.

Your Choice at 15c each
Former price, 25c to 45e. Now Is the time to lay In your supply of
Try us, and see haw much better you can do here than
elsewhere.
i JJI

Towels.

'

ALBERT FABER

MM MB ELL

Clothing

JL

00

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
n
0
0
0
0
.n Fine
0

We place on sale a lot
offodds and! ends of

I

The committee appointed several the Water Supp.y company, that then
weeks ago by Mayor McKee to confer a provisional contract be entered into
with the owners of the Water Supply between said city and said Water Supcompany, relative to whether or not ply company to become effective
on
the Water Supply company would sell approval of the qualified voters of the
NEVER PRESENTED ITSELF.
Its plant to the city and to which com- city of Albuquerque at a special elecmittee was also referred a petition tion to be called for that purpose.
Our Suite, Top Coata, Trousers, H ata and Furnishings must vacate.
signed by a large number of taxpayRespectfully submitted,
We don't want a vestige of Spring or Summer stock when we open the
ers, favoring municipal ownership of
THOMAS N. WILKERSON,
we
Fall campaign and
the waterworks, or the construction
won't have If we can help It
Chairman.
by
the city of an Independent municiLOOK AT MY WINDOW AND CIRCULAR.
THOMAS ISHERWOOD.
pal water plant, last night submitted
Can you afford to miss a sale, where the prices touch your purse so
Alderman Ilfeld, the third member
Its report to the city council.
gently?
The report, as submitted by Chair- of the committee, who returned to
man Thomas N. Wilkerson of the spe- Albuquerque Saturday from an eastern trip and who was unable to be
cial committee. Is as follows:
present at the meetings of the comReport of Committee.
The report of the committeo followa mittee, signed the report with the tal
lowing proviso, which was held to
In full:
to a minority report:
To the City Council of the City of Al- amount
"1 fcuiee with the rest of the com
buquerque:
Gentlemen: Your committee ap- mittee on the above report, except as
pointed to confer with the Water Sup- to paragraphs (A) and IB), for the
ply company to see upon what terms reason that I am unable to Judge from
what information I have had time to
the city could purchase the water gather,
whether the points brought
works, and also to whom was referred
forth In said paragraphs are so or not,
s
the petition signed by numerous
"LOUIS ILFELD."
asking the city council to immeAfter the report of the committee
diately negotiate with the present
I
l.aj
been
reu
to ti e council by the
owners of the Water Supply company
for the purchase of Its works and to cterK, Alderman Wilkerson moved the
adoption
of the report. Mr. Ilfeld secobtain a release of the city from Its
contract with the company, or, failing onded the motion of Mr. Wilkerson, it
being
his understanding that the adop
in that to takfc steps to establish and
maintain a complete system of water tion of the report was to include the
works for the use and benefit of the exceptions made by him to paragraphs
city or Albuquerque and its citzens tAj ana uw.
FOR THE COMFORT AND PROTECTION OF YOUR
Aiueruian narrison moved as an
begs to report as follows:
FACE AND HANDS DURING THESE
HOT
STOCK
DAYS.
IMPORTED
MONEY - METAL
WOOL
I. On March 7, 1894, a special elec amendment to Mr. Wilkerson's motion
AND DOMESTIC COLD CREAMS, TALCUM
POWDERS, TOILET
tlon was held In the city of Albuquer the adoption of the report with the exceptions noted by Mr. Ilfeld, holding
WATERS, ETC.
que and the question of a twenty-fivClosing quotations Received by Levy years franchise to
that those exceptions constituted a
Supply
the
Water
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
company, and a twenty-fivyears' con minority report. This brought forth
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
tract between the city and' the Water much discussion on paragraphs (A)
feuppiy company was voted on and ap-- and tB).
Amalgamated Copper
Alderman Wl lkerson defended the
83Vi proven ny the qua.med voters of said
AI
American Sugar
139
city. Said franchise and contract com paragraphs in question on the grounds
Atchison, common
that under the existing contract bebTTvi menced to run March 7. 1894,
and con- tween
BOTHTRHONC
fat BTRKKT and GOLD AVB.
Atchison, pfd
the city and tho water supply
102
sequently
has
nearly
years
fourteen
to
14. & 0
company, the city was bound to fulfill
11414 run.
H. T
69 h,
By the terms of said franchise and Its contract.
Mr. Harrison was still opposed to
C F. & 1
46
contract the Water Supply company Is
Colorado Southern, first
the adoption of the report while it
60
to
furnish
water
purposes
for
fire
free,
Colo. ado Souhtern, second .... 3SU and
twelve million gallons additional contained paragraphs (A) and (B). He
YOU 0GHT TO TRY THE HIGH C, G. W., common
ever
lift
six months for the first one hun- stated that as a councilman be
C. & O
Ki
dred hydrants, and seventeen thous- thought it his duty to the people of
GRADE PLUMBING WORK WE DO. Erie, common
47
and gallons per month for each addi- Albuquerque to give such matters a
TO PAY US A FAIR PRICE FOR A Erie, first
83
hydrant In excess of the first thorough investigation and that .the re
tional
I & N
port made to the effect "that It would
14914 100.
- . .
GOOD JOB,
WILL SAVE YOU Missouri Pacific . ...
99
city,
on its part. Is to rent and be a ruinous enterprise for the city to
The
MONEY IN THE END, AS WELL AS Metropolitan
12751 pay for 100 hydrants
durlne the term establish a munclpal plant of its own
Mexican Central
22
of said franchise and contract at the in competion with the water supply
FUTURE 'REGRET.
N. Y. C
t
147
rate of fifty dollars each per- - annum, company and that such a move on the
,
rorroiK
86
ann to rent all additional hydrants part of the city would be neither adHeading, common
105
which It may ned in excess of the visable nor practicable," was somePennsylvania
142
first 100 at a
do), thing he could not vote to accept unof thirty-fiv- e
K. I., common
SIM lars each per rental
annum:
also
that
the til the matter bar been thoroughly
R.
I..
Pfd
75
122
city shaM rent additional hydrants on investigated by him and given some
S. P
CEUtne terms above mentioned at fhe rate sort of a trial.
Automatic Telephone, No. 647s
St, Paul
18114 of ten per
He moved the adoption of the remile on all extensions orRailway
Southern
34
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
dered. We nor pay for 116 hydrants. port, providing these two paragraphs
T. C. & 1
86
(A) We therefore conclude that the were stricken out. Alderman Ilfeld
Texas Pacific
33
establishment
of a municipal water wanted the report adopted providing
u. P., common
....129V4 svstem In compel
exceptions were included.
U. 8. S common
34A fcnppiy company ion with the Water hisAfter
much delay during which the
would be a ruinous
',
', '.
Wabash,"' common'
A C. BlUCKE
pnte;Prise for the city, and neither ad. members of the council discussed
19
jno. S. MITCHELL
nor practicable.
whether or not Mr. llfeld's exceptions
vvaDaen, pra
391. vlsable
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
(B) And, even if such an enterprise to the report constituted a minority
O. & W.
634 could be made
CENTRAL LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
a Ruccess, ft would. In report, a vote was finally taken on the
effect, be a repudiation of the city of adoption of the report with Mr. llfeld's
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Restaurant
Stocks.
New York, July 18. Closing prices: its contract and for that reason Is not exceptions. The amendment failed of
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
adoption by a vote of four to two, Alpfd., 102 V4 N. Y. C, to be considered.
New Mexlcana and Arlzonl ana spending the eummer
Atchison,
on tha
II. We further report that In ac- derman Harrison and Ilfeld voting for
beach are welcome to the us .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentle147; Pennsylvania, 142; . P., 128;
pfd., 97; Copper,
men's waiting rooms. Meet your frlenda there. Information and
U. S. S., cordance with our instructions we con- the amendment and Aldermen Wilker-bon- ,
ferred with a representative nf th
Isherwood, Learnard and Walker
pfd., 102.
writing materlala free. Ladle. and children welcome.
34;
Water Supply company to ascertain If voting against 1L
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excuralon
snd
Money Market,
it was wining to enter Into negotiaAlderman Walker then offered as a
beach cars pass ths door.
New York, July 18. Money on call tions with a view to the city becoming substitute for Mr. Wilkerson's motion
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
easy, at 25?21,4 per cent; prime mer- the owner of the plant of said com- to adopt the report, the following:
cantile paper, 44V6 per cent. Silver, pany.
lhat the report of the committee
Your committee further reports that he received and the committee con- 59e.
the present owners state that said tinned with lower to employ a compeplant was purchased as an investment tent and disinterested expert to examBoston Wool Market.
Boston, Mass., July 28. Wool mar and that they prefer an extension of ine the property o fthe Water Supply
ket firm and quiet. Domestic fleeces meir rranchlse, but owing to the ap- company and to estimate the value of
parent demand for municipal owner- tne property of said
strong, with trade dull.
Supply
ship they are willing to enter upon company, including its Water
franchise and
Metals.
negotiations with the city with a view contract and other elements
of value,
New York, July 18. Copper and to a purchase by the city
provided a as a basis for negotlaitons and that
lead steady and unchanged.
reasonnble
basis
expense
of
the
valuation
can
be
of such examination and
SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
AlBUILDING RARER
arrived at.
estimate be paid,
f
by the city
PAINT Cover more,
Wool.
ways
In
stock.
Piaster,
one-half
We
and
by the Water SuddIv
be'ieve that the sentiment of the
look best, wear longMo.,
St.
Louis,
18.
July
Wool,
Lime,
company,
Cement,
Ralnt,
community
Is in favor nf municipal
est, most economical,
steady; unchanged.
ownersti.p
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
and that steps should be' This motion carried unanimously
full measure.
taken
to ascertain the value of the Mr. Gillenwater not voting. The
Spelter.
y
riRST STRICT AND COAL AVK.
ALBUQUCRQum, M. At.
of the said Water Supply tion of tho report with this
St. Txiuis, Mo., July 18. Spelter,
with a view to purchase by ment will result in the employing
firm, $5.25.
the c ty, and we believe it to bo to the an expert by the special committeeof
interests of the city to purchase to make a thorough examination of
Carl Holman. better known as best plant
the property of the Water Supply com
OUR COAL YARD
"Rockefeller Carl." is In the city from said
We would therefore,
pany ror tne purpose of making some
Is chock full of coal that will gladden Grants, visiting his folks. He will that the clt take steps torecommend
ascertain estimate as to tne value of the propyour heart and warm your house go back overland tomorrow morning. throughout one or more competent
and erty f ti.e company. After the examwhen Ha cold. Mil your bins for
disinterested experts the value of the ination is made by such an expert
his
next winter now and avoid the rush.
property of the Water Supply com- report will be used as a usIh upon
pany. Including Its franchise, contract vvliiib negotiations
LOOK
can be onened bv
other elements of value.
tin; c'ty
American Block coal, the best Gallup
ith the YnUr Supply com
goes further In andThat
if the value so determined pi;i. h. fining towards the
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
rrchase by
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal. Schilling's Best, a great deal shall be satisfactory to tins city and the plan' by the city.

v

TOWELS

305 Railroad Avenue.

c!tl-ren-

xxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxiu

'XXXXZXXXXXXXXXiJ
1

The Colorado Telephone Company.

-

M
M

MARKETS

Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.

you realize that you can get
Telephone Service today Tor
what you are paying for Inferior
service.
Do

e

Props.

MODERN

e

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.,
vara do Pharmacy

The only Long Distance Trans,
mitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

. Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dra;n Laying

J.wear Bell
L.

HOLLENBECK

Co.

silver avenui

HOTEL

86;

M

ixixixxixxxxxxxxxiTxxixxxxixxxTxxixaxxximixxxiixr
Iron and Brut Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Crw Shaftingu Pulkyi, GmU
Ban, Babbit Mttali Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings. J J J J J J

ALBUQUERQUE

REPAIRS

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
WORKS.

Prescriptions
R1GHS.

MIN1NS

AND

MILL

j

SPECIALTY.
Foosdry East Side of Rsllrosd Track

R. P. HALL Proa.

We Fill

ON

MACHINERY

A

NfW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

RUPPE

B.

Next to Bank ot Commerce

at consistent Prices

203 West

R. R. Ave.

1

83;

A

C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE
.

is not what you find
when we are employ-

AND CHICAGO LUMBER

ed to do your

adop-propert-

1

Money

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Green
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 45.

SPECIAL

MID-SUMM-

ER

PRICE REDUCTIONS

b

On our entire line of high grade
SUMMER
ENS.
These price reductions are in effect for
$30

NOVELTY

thirty days

Suits Reduced to

All $:i5 Suits Reduced to
All $40 Suits Reduced to
All $15 Suits Reduced to

TROUSERS.
All $10 Pants Reduced to
All $12 Pants Reduced to
All $14 Pants Reduced to

", ,

'

V.

..

WOOLonly-Al-

l

$25
3o

J35

tlt

.

...........

3
$10

.$10

F. TOMEI & BRO.
the inmates bad taken refuge with
the neighbors to escape his wrath.
3
INTO THE STREET
Officers
Hishbargln
and Wagner
placed Sanchez under arrest and he
Lorenzo Sanchez, residing at 727 was lodged in the city Jail for the
j'outh Ilroadway, while in a drunken night. This morning he was taken
before Police Judge Crawford. The
ritge last night, went home and start-Ai- l charge
against him was disturbing
to clean out the house. Before the the peace. He "was fined $10 and
arrival of the police, Sanches had put to work on the streets.
partially succeeded, as a good part of
Citizen ads bring results.
tuiuuure was in tne street, and
THREW THE FLRMTLRE

17

further; besides the comfort of
feeling safe; you know you
are safe.

MEDICINE

MAN

FIGHTING

TO SAVE LIFE OF SQUAW

Lying on a Kd of willows on the
banks of the Rio Grande, where sue
was taktu yesterday afternoon,
is
the sijuaw of Meguellto, tlie medicine
niun of the Navajos.
She is dying
with quick cousumphon, but Megue-lito- ,
showing the love of a devoted
husband, is attending her needs and
doing all in his power to save uer
life.
The medicine administered is the
pure air she breathes, and after all,
THE MAZE.
perhaps, this will have her life. If Aluminum Enamel
20c
it does, then there will be a feast and lilurk Iron Knamt'l
20c
geueial rejoicing among the Navajo Stove Pipe Knamol
25c
colony that makes the Harvey curio KoMiiiK Camp Chairs, ,30c and... 50c
rooms its headquarters.
If she dies,
Wo rarry a nleo assortment of
then therp will be sorrow.
high praile tools.
T.ie 1; 1ian woman has been one of Candle. Lanterns
15c
tb
IUii.it weavers in the Harvey HoHton Coach Oil, 2o and
35c
No risk Is taken when you place curio r.. ,ing for many months. Sev Htiddy Harvester Oil, per gallon.. C'.c
your order for drugs or family medi- eral weeks ago she was taken with a iiuck saws
attack of pneumonia, and it j Stoneware Churns, !ir,c and
$1.20
cines with us. We fill every prescrip was
found necessary to lemove her i wcnty-iiallor- i
Ifi.oo
In
a
tion
careful, accurate way and to St . Joseph's sanitarium for treat roldini? Lawn liarrcl Churn
Settees
guarantee the quality. Ask your doc- ment. Her condition crew worse, and Cold Medal Folding Camp Ueds Jl.75
$2X0
the dreaded symptoms of quick con
tor.
White Ilnck, per yard
20c
sumption appeared. Then It was that 2 lbs of Tack
2"c
the
doctors
2
shook
beads
their
ll.s
and
H. O'MELLY CO.,
of Wire Brads
2f,e
J pave up hope.
Chicken WTre Staples, per lb
Vic
Faithful Megurlito did not Rive ud
DRUGGISTS.
A special sale of Pocket Knives this
hope.
"I will bring her lack to week.
Free delivery In the city. Mall oro health," he said. "Let me take her
Camp
$5C
ere sent out the same day they are re hack to nature." There waa no ob- Hiding Bridles Stoves
kkc
celved.
jection, and yesterday afternoon the An A No. 1 Saddle
$13 SO
ambulance of O. W. Strong't Sons Kaddle Blankets
40c
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD made a trip to the sanitarium, where Web Halters
20c
BREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOUSE with all tenderness,
Meguellto and
THE MAZE.
FLOUR.
the nurses carried the dying squaw
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
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WE WILL WIRE

YOUR

STORE

OR

RESIDENCE

y

In the Safest and Most Up to Date Manner

AT A REASONABLE COST
We Make

a Specialty ot Electric Pumping
SUITABLK FOR NKSIDKNCES.
Estimates Cheerful y Given.
Southwestern Eleitric & Construction Co,, --

Outfits,

53

from

her pallet In the hospital to
the stretcher in the ambulance.
When all was ready, Meguellto
mounted the Ixjx with the driver and
directed him wheie to go. After a
long Journey, through many crooks
and turns, the ambulance
flnallv
reached the banks of the Rio Grande,
wuere tne driver pulled up under a
weeping willow and the old Indian
tenderly lifted his squaw from tne ve
hicle to a bed of boughs and blankets
do nai made upon the bank.
He then beckoned the driver to go,,
while ho remained to co'mbat the
a;eaoriii white plague.

:

Electrical Work

one-hal-

amend-compan-

HOLD-U- P

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on

durable it is.

our

laundry

work?

Try it

and see

Notice how long it keeps

We turn out linen, white

as' sno

specks or wrinkles.; '

and

how

its finish,

free from all

Imperial Laundry Co.
"RED WAGONS"

.n

J.

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
Both Phonts.

A. H. FEYN, Mgr.

2J

d

I

-- j.

j

Marquette

X
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Th

BEDSPREADS Large size, white
8preads;
lomi fringed; other
hemmed; pretty
patterna; regularly aold at $1.50.

I.JO

Q4fnmrS
GREAT VALUES.
63x90 Inch 65c kind at....53
72x90 Inch 75c kind at....
81x90 Inch 75c kind at.... (1.1
81x90 Inch 80c kind at. ..
81x90 Inch 85c kind at....7It
90x90 inch 85c kind at.... 75,
90x108 Inch $1 kind at....8)t

MATCHED

.;

Size

Size

'

Size 81x90 Inch
Size 90x90 inch

T

3

Size 81x90 Inch

60c quality

Size 42x36

Size 42x36

Size 45x36
Size 45x36
Size 45x36

10
at..l2'zc

Inch worth 15c
Inch worth 18c
Inch worth 12'2c at
Inch worth 15o
Inch worth 20c at..J.5

It will pay you to come and
Pricea run aa follow:
value up to 20 pr yd.. 124

Ceaeonable stylish garments at the most radical
clearkg sale prices. We enumerate a
specials below.

Lot

at..l5
10t

at.-lS1-

.

.

will

these embroideries must move
and move rapidly. Hence the cut In
price.

worth 12'2c at

1

pr

Lot 2

value

up to 25c

Lot

3

value

up to 35c pr

Lot

4

Lot

5

values up to 45c pr
value up to 60c pr

values up to 75c pr
Lot 7 value up to 1.50 pr
Lot

6

yd..l5
yd.. 20
yd.. 30
yd.. 40
yd.. 50
yd.. 05

LIGHT

WEIGHT
SUMMER
WALKING SKIRTS Plain Color,
and fancy novelties; also accor-deo- n
pleated Skirt
of Green,
Blue or Red Wool Henrietta; remarkable value and worth from
84.50 to $5, at 82.98.
WALKING .SKIRTS Of all wool
Homespun and Fancy Worsted;
newest cut and shape; value
$5.50 to $7.50, at $3.85.
SUITS OF WASH VOILES Good,
aerviceable
colorings,
stylishly
made; well fitting; regular price,

$6.50, at $2.98.
MOHAIR BRILLIANTINE 8UIT3
Dotted effect, In Blue and Black;
but a few left to close; were $7.50,
at $3.98.

Jeweled Back Corn's, richly ornamented In light and dark effects
worth 1.50 to $2. Each at
Q5
i

le

1.95
With Special Offerings in Sheets, Sheet- -

ings, Pillowcases and Bedspreads'

Special ....HOSIERY.... Values
Women's 60c Lace Lisle Hose 35c
Allover black lace lisle hose; variety of pattern; double
toes; pure Hermsdorf dye. Sale price, per pair, 35c, or 3 for

i

i

heels

and

$1

..WHITE LINEN PARASOLS..
With the new white linen cult, o stylish at the present time, It I
quite necessary the costume should bs completed with a finishing touch
which Is best given by one of the new white linen parasols; we offer the
best selection In the city, some with natural wood, othera with plain white
handles, trimmed with bow. Prices, lowest here, range $2.95, $2.50, $1.95
nd

$150

few-stron-

Fancy Back Combs
1

Cn

Great Offerings in Women's
Wearing Apparel

aee.

BLEACHED SHEETINGS.
8--4
21
good quality, pr yd
good quality pr yd
9.4
23
10-- 4
good quality pr yd
25
g.4 best quality pr yd
20
10-- 4
beat quality pr yd
32
9- - 4
Unbleached Sheeting pr yd 20
10-- 4
Unbleached aheetingpryd 23
PILLOW CASINGS.
10
42 Inch apeclal, pr yd
45 Inch apeclal pr yd
12
15
50 Inch apeclal pr yd
42 Inch Tubing, pr yd
15
17
45 Inch Tubing pr yd
60 Inch Tubing pr yd
19
I

Prlcea

reductiona.

large

at..49

Pillow Cases
Size 42x36 inch

Low

barely cover their original coat, but
what else la there to be done?
Our stock of Embrolderlea la too

7I
7i)

Unbleached Sheets

hi

EMBROIDERIES

of yard of the flneat
Embrolderlea In matched aeta

radical

man

BARGAINS are quickly picked up by women that
know. It does not take long for the thrifty and shrewtl
housekeeper to detect a REAL BARGAIN when she sees
one. Notwithstanding the very warm weather of last week
Albuquerque women showed unusual interest in our Line i
Sale. We are certainly more than pleased with the result
and, we venture to say, folks that attended this sale are
likewise satisfied with their purchases. Trie Linen sale
will continue another week with additional offerings in
Sheets, Sheetings, Bed Spreads, etc.

HOUSANDS

at

Of

apeclal
apeclal
apeclal

ttZwAra4 I

18, 1905.

COUNTERPANES
Extra large,
white, Crochet Bed Spread; Mar-aellpattern; firm weave; ordinarily told at $2.50. Special,

is Forgotten."

JEAL

Prices Accordingly

Hemstitched Sheets
Size 72x90 Inch

?n

F

tr--

Sale of

HEMMED SHEETS
Size
Size
Size
Size
Size

ECONOMIST

"The Recollection of Quality Remains Long Alter the Price

ggIr

11

TUESDAY, JULY

1

Phenomenal Shirtwaist Sale

FASHIONABLE MOHAIR SUITS
In Black, Blue and Brown; the
latest cut, and guaranteed fit. Actual worth, $10.50, at $5.
CHIFFON TAFFETA SUITS
Warranted all pure silk; the swell-es- t
suits Imaginable; regular price,
$15. Cloaing price this week, $9.98.
WHITE LINEN SKIRTS have
another cut.
Specially
priced for this week from $2.98 to

75c and 85c white and Colored Waists at, choice

45

The biggest bargain everl Several dozen of the very daintleat shirt
waists made of white lawns and fancy madras trimmed with lace or embrolderlea, tucks and plaita perfect fitting and regular 75c to 85c values
at, choice
45
Hundreds of fine shirt waist worth up to $1 each. Choice
Fine shirt waists that sold regularly at 1.25. Choice
All our fine waists worth dollar and a half each. Choice
All ehirt waists worth from 1.75 to $2 each. Choice
Handsome shirt waists of fine white Lawna and Swisses, rlcly
former prices 2.25 and 2.50 each. Choice

$6.50.

WHITE LINEN SUITS, reduced as
follows:
$10.50 Suits at
$7.98
$17.50 Sulta at
$12.50
$22.50 SulU at
$15.00

60
75$
05
1.25
trimmed

J.bo

i

EVENING CITIZEN

COMMITTEE

Published Daily and Weekly.
By The ClUien Publishing Company.

THE REVENGE

ARRANGING

FOR

MONTEZUMA

BALL

OF' DIC AND DOC

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

A coimmittee, composed of J. H.
Entered at poetofflce for transmis- O'Kielly. Dr. H J. Alger. H. S. Pick-ard- ,
sion through the mails as second class
Louis Ilfeld and Felix Lester,
matter.
who have charge of the arrangements
for the Montezuma ball this year,
which will be given during the territorial fair, are planning to make it
the most elabotate social event of the
season.
The committee has offered a prize
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
of $5 to the person who submits the
COUNTY.
BERNALILLO
moHt attractive design for the cover
of the program. The cover is to be
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.
inches. All designs must be
Associated Press. Afternoon Dispatches, in by July 31, and must be accompanied hy a separate slip of paper,
kargeat City and County Circulation.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation.
bearing the name of the artist. All
"Largest Northern Arlsona Circulation.
communications should le addressed
to Montezuma, lox 314, city.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall. 1 year In advance $5.00 VICTIM OF SHOOTING
.60
Dally by mail, one month
DEAD AT SANTA ROSA.
60
Daily by carrier, one month
20
Dally hy carrier, one week
Cruz Ulibarrl died at Santa Rosa
1.00
Weekly by mail, one year
The Evening Citizen will be deliv- Sunday at 4 o'clock from the effects
ered in the city at the low rate of 20 of the wounds received by shooting,
cents per week, or for 60 cents per at the hands of Manuel Chavez last
week. Chavez will have a hearing tomonth when paid monthly.
Rates for Advertising can he had on morrow on the charge of murder.
application.
United States Marshal C. M. Fora-ke- r
Subscribers will confer a favor by
and Deputy John M. Wiley have
notlflylng us Immediately of any non- returned from a trip to Silver City
paper.
delivery of the
and Deming, where they went last
week on official business.
should
All letters and remittances
PublishCitizen
be addressed to The
This morning the police were call
e
ing Company. Drafts, checks and
ed to the corner of New York avenue
money
express
must
orders
and
and Third street, where a drunk had
toe made payable to the order of the
made a bed out of the sidewalk. Offcompany.
icer Jrfe Salazar responded to the call
OUR TELEPHONES :
locked the man up. He will be
Bell, IS. and
Automatic, 183.
given a hearing In police court this
morning.

EAST
Chicago and Teturn, $5250, with final limit of October 31. or $49.76
good for sixty days.
SL Louis and return, $44.60, with final limit of October 31. or $43.80.
good for sixty days.
TICKET8 ON 8ALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30.
Denver and return, $25.15.
Colorado Springs and return, $22.15.
Pueblo and return, $20.15.
Glenwood Springs and return, $36.15, via Pueblo, or $41.15 via Denver.

i3i

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October 15.

F. L. MYERS, AgentA. T. & S. F. Ry.

"GOLDEN

The Columbus hotel offers one of
the best Sunday dinners In the city
for twenty-fivcents. Frieassed chickR. H.E. en, roast lamb and custard pie.
e

National League.
At New York
New York

Pittsburg ...1

-

0
3

R.

At Boston
Boston
St. Louis
At Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Philadelphia

Cleveland
New

At

Y01 k
Detroit-Det- roit

6

1

H.E

R.

2
3

7

H.E.

1

&

1

0

1

2

4
1

S
4
7 10

R. H. E.
3
2

7
9

2
1

R.

H.E.

R.

H.E.

,461
,10

3

0

.372

Western League.
At Pueblo
Pueblo
St. Joseph
At Omaha
Omaliu
Des Moines

Denver
Deuver
At

City

R. H.
IS 16
5
9
R. H.

E.
3
7

E.

X

0

4 13

1

1

R. H. E.
8
5

-'

4

9

7

American Associa tion.
At Kansas City
Kansas City

Indianapolis
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
lxmisville
Ai Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Toledo
At Si. l'aul
St. Paul
Coluuiluis

Or. "Oh, What a Dream."

Again

KEMPEN1CH BURGLAR

is what Mrs. Lacy
StovalLof Tiltou, Oa-- ,
fM

TV

1

on the way

OFFICERS CAPTURE

said after taking
Kodol Dyspepsui
Cure.
Hundreds
of other weak
women art

Chief McMillin and Policeman Knapp Arrest George
Perea Who Confesses.
being re -

Kodol

I

g

.

.

..

0
7

Perea confessed that he
committed the burglary. When asked
his object, he stated that it was due
to his being drunk at the time.
Waives Preliminary Examination.
Perea was arraigned before Judge
Crawford in police court at 9 o'clock.
The charge preferred against him was
that of larceny. He waived preliminary examination and was bound
over to await the action of the next
grand Jury, la the sum of $1,000 bonds.
He failed to futnlsh the iKind, and
was locked up. Mr. Kempenich was
present in court and Identified all the
stolen articles as belonging to his
store.
Hia Father a Preacher.
George Perea is the son of Rev.
Jose Perea, residing
at Pujarlto.
He formerly bore a good reputation
and this is the first serious trouble
he has gotten into. The young man j
is on;y aooiu is or is years or age.
He was formerly a student at the university and also has attended the New
Mexico Military institute at ttoswell.
I'p to a short time ago he was em
plovej aa a stenographer In the office
of the probate clerk in the courLJiouse
in old town.
People who know the young man
say that of late he has acted in a
ftrani;e manner and it Is believed that
his mind is unbalanced.
It is not known whether he will he
able to give liond or not. The father
has been notified that. his. son Is In
Jail, but up to a late hour this afternoon nothing had been heard from

stored to perfect
health by this remIN $1,000 BONDS
edy. YOU may be BOUND OYER
well If you will take
it
This morning at 8 o'clock Chief of
Indigestion causes Police Thomas McMillin and Policenearly all the sick- - man A. Vcnapp arrested George Perea,
ness that women formerly a stenographer in the office
have. It deprives the system of nourish
of the probate clerk, charging him
mint and the delicate organs peculiar to with having burgluilzed the dry goods
woman suffer
weaken, and become
store of L. Kempeuich last Sunday
diseased.
night. Perea was arretted in a rooming house at tho corner of Fifth
street and Lead avenue.
After making the arrest the officers made a search ot the premises
and found the a.rUc!es stolen from the
enables the stomach and digestive organs Keiiipenlcu store where were hidden
in various parts of the house, and in
to digest and assimilate all of the whole
a abed in the rear of tho premises.
some food that may be eaten, It nourishes These articles included two
revolvers, one
the body, and rebuilds the weak organs, Forehand
hull-dorestoring health and strength. Kodol cures bulldog revolver, one
revolver,
Indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, sour perfume, six one half doiten bottles of him.
dozen lings,
risings, belching.heartburn and all stomach dozen knives, one-hal- f
dozen pairs of
The Citizen hiw received a copy of
disorders.
cuff buttons, two watches and two the Huffalo, N. Y., Courier dated July
shirts. The value of all the stolen 13, showing pictures and views. f the
DigeSt3
articles amounted to about J5.
great International gathering of Elks.
YOU
I
After the atolen articles had been The paper is profusely
illustrated,
I
Bainerea xogeiner ana placed In a and was sent to The Citizen by la- hnw4
Mm m m m tka
nuciill.OVW
box, Chief McMillin started to the Jvid Welnmann, who attended as a del
Wil, m M m UK
.0., cui! I
city hall with his prisoner. While egate irom me iocbi lougc.

Dyspepsia Cure

Shirley Kuhris. of Los Angeles, who has been visiting In the
city the pal two weeks, a guest at
tue home of Dr. and Mrs, James H.
Wroth, left last night lor an extended
visit w ith .relatives in the east.
Miss

ssbsssssbsbim

STRONG

R. II. E.

4 11

Philadelphia

Sioux

0

7 10

3

American League.
At Chicago
Chicago
Washington
At St. Ijouis
St. Louis
llotUon
At Cleveland

4

one-hal-

Wnat

Eat

STATE LIMITED"

THE MOST PERFECTLY APPOINTED TRAIN IN AMERICA.

post-offic-

Base Ball

Final Limit Oct 31st

,

CURE FOR

HAY

FEVER

J. H. O'RIELLY A CO. SAYS HYO-ME- I
WILL GIVE RELIEF SOLO
UNDER GUARANTEE.

J. H. O Rlelly & Co. wish us to announce that when Hyomel is used as
a preventive, they advise, daily treatment with Hyomel for two or three
weeks lefore the usual time for the
annual appearance of hay fever. If
this is done, the attack will be prevented. However, If the preventive
treatment is not started soon enough,
and the disease makes its appearance,
use Hyomel six or seven times daly,
and relief will be given at once.
There is no stomach dosing when
Hyomel is used. Breathed through
the neat pocket Inhaler that comes
with every outfit. Its medicated air
reaches the minutest air cells, killing
all germs and soothing and healing
the irritated mucous membrane.
Tie complete Hyomel outfit costs
but $1, extra bottles 5ii cents. It Is
the only treatment for hay fever sold
by J. H. O'Rieliy & Co., under a guarantee to refund the money if it does
'
not give satisfaction.
C. T. Drown, one of Socorro's prominent citizens, is in the metropolis today on business.
Eugene t'onroy, well and favorably
known as the general delivery clerk
In the postoffice,
left yesterday for
his old home In St. Louis, ft Is rumored that Mr. Conroy's bachelor
days are nearly ended, and tliat upon
his return he will Introduce one of
St. Ixuils' finest daughters as his

wife.

Sundav Closina.
Tomorrow, and until further notice,
we will dose our drug store on Sundays, from 12 noon until 6 p. m.
S. VANN ft SON.
The Central Drug Store

In view of the Increased popularity
of trains nnmbered 43 and 44, more
familiarly known as the
"GOLDEN 8TATE LIMITED,"
t has been decided to continue this
rain in transcontinental service
hroughout the season, instead of discontinuing the same with the close of
winter tourist travel, as formerly.
This train, consisting of buffet library
car, standard and tourist sleepers, between Chicago, Los Angeles, Santa
Barbara and San Francisco, will be
operated daily, on the same schedule
is effective during the winter months.
It will be noted that these schedules
afford the quickest time between
points la California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Texas, and the entire southwest, and Kansas City, St. Louis, ChiBuffalo,
cago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg,
Washington, Philadelphia, New York,
Boston, and all points east.
Your liberal patronage the laat few
months has assured the popularity of
this train, and in an endeavor to fur-he- r
serve you it has been decided to
not discontinue this service, as has
been customary.
of your
Soliciting a continuance
patronage, I am very truly yours,
A. N. BROWN,
General Passenger Agent. El Paso &
Northeastern System, El Paso, Tex.
OFFICIAL

MATTERS

Notary Public Appointed.
The following has beeu appointed a
notary public by Governor Otero:
Fraiiclrco I.una y Garcia, Monti-cellSierra county.
Briefs in the Hubbell and Vigil Cases.
Governor Otero nas received the
briefa on behalf of the defendants in
the case of the territo.y vs. Frank A.
colHubbell, treasurer and
lector, and Eslavio Vigil, superintendent of the schools of Bernalillo
county, in which cases hearing was
had by the governor some weeks ago.
The briefs have been taken into consideration by the governor.
Valencia County Tax Levy for 1!p5.
Tue following Is the tax levy for
Valencia county for the year 1905:
Territorial fund, fifteen mills, or$1.5o
per $100 of taxable valuation. County
purposes: Genera! fund, five mills,
school fund, two mills; court fund,
four mills; interest fund, seven mills;
f
road ad bridge fund,
mill;
deficiency fund, two mills. Total for
county purposes, twenty and one-hal- f
mills, or $2.o5 per $100 of taxable
valuation.
Total county and territorial funds, thirty-fivand one-halmills, or $3.55 per $100 of taxable
valuation.
one-hal-

f

The Albuquerque aerie of the Fraternal Order of Eagles will meet tonight In Elks' hall In regular session.
All members are requested to he

LIVING

TM

HASTILY

AMERICANW3MENBREAKD0WN
Irresrularltiea and Female Derange.
menta beeult Oured by Lyctla Js.
Plnkbam'a Vegetable Compound.

-

Owing-- to

our mode and manner at
and the nervous haste of every
woman to accomplish just so much
each day, it is said that there ia not
living-- ,

one woman in twenty-fiv- e
but what
suffers with some derangement of the
female organism, and this is the secret
of so many unhappy homes.
No woman can be amiable, lipht-heartand happy, a joy to her husband and children, and perform the
duties incumbent upon her, when she is
suffering- with backache
headache,
nervousness, sleeplessness, bearing.,
down pains, displacement of the womb,
spinal weakness or ovarian troubles.
Irritability and snappy retoVts take
the place of pleasantness, and all sunshine is driven out of the home, and
lives are wrecked by woman's great
enemy womb trouble.
Head this letter:

ed

Dear Mm pinkham:
"I
tmublnl for eight years with irrtm-laritie- e
which broktdowu my health anil
brought on extmnt nervouMneiw and
dxiu-yLydia E. i'inkbam's Vegetable om- m im iue iiniy niemicine Willi q
Ipuuuu proveo
me. I 'ay by day I improved in health
while taking it until I was entirvlv cured. I
ran attend to my social and household duties
and thoroughly enjoy life ouce mure, aa Lydia
E. Pinkham (VegDtatilt) Compound Uasmade
me a well woman,
hout an ache or a pain. "
Mrs. Chester Curry, 4J Saratoga Street,
oiwuin, mass.

u

.

At the first InHicatinn rt (11 hsallli
painful or irregular menstruation,!
pain in the aide, headache, backache.)
oearuitf-uowpains, nervousness
" the blues," secure at once a bottle'on
of
Liydia E. Pinkhams Vegetable Com
pound and begin its use.
n

t
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WE'VE A MAN ON THE SPOT
To measure your windows when you
need shades. We have the largest
stork of shade cloth In the city and
pay especial attention to large and
odd sire shades for stores and dwellings. Let us figure with you. Also
a complete line of Carpets, Rugs, Linoleums, I.aop Curtains, Couch Covers,
and Cafe and TapeRtry Portieres.

J.

D.

PER EM MDDST1 DM
... Thro

EMMONS,

Successor to Futrelle Furniture Company, corner of Coal Avenue and
Second Street. Auto, 'phone, 474.
Bell 'phone, 155.

COPYRIGHT

Mumdrod Ltis...
FOR

Railroad Topics
ceeded here by C. E. Sherman, a
comer, from Milwaukee, Wis.

EXCELLENT CONDITION
SANTA

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

FROM-

-

Down, Balance Ezasy Payments

27

TO LUMBER MILLS
Council In Favor of Giving
Big Industrial Enterprise
Ample Protection
MUCH ROUTINE

SALE

T

new-

Fh'S FINANCES

LAST THREE YEARS ROAD HAS
EARNED DIVIDENDS
ON COMMON STOCK TWICE OVER.
In a recent issue of the Railway
World, published in Philadelphia, the
following Interesting figures regarding
the finances of the Santa Fe, are
given:
Of the Pacific group, the Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe Is the only one
which has the distinction of having
a through line from Chicago to the
Pacific coast, and it also has a line
to the gulf at Galveston. It operates
8,300 miles r road, and is capitalized
for $450,797,730. of which $114,773,730
Is 5 per cent preferred
stock, and
$101,955,500 Is common, on wnlch 4
per cent has been paid since 19H2.
From Kansas City, the Atchison
works Its way westward, through
Kansas. Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona and southern California, covering territory which is not contrilm-tarto the Southern Pacific, although
,the Atchison has a few feeders which
extend down to Southern Pacific
points. During each of the last three
years, Atchison has earned the dividend on the common stock twice over.
After Its payment it has charged off
a large sum for Improvements and
still carried a comfortable amount fc
the surplus account.
It was to preserve harmonious re- lations among the Pacific railroads
that capitalists
In
Interested
the
Union Pacific have this year acquired
such a large block of Atchison stock.
- The very striking fact Is thus made
apparent that through the Union Pa- clflc a community of interest is effected In this group of roads which
la quite likely to prove of advantage
to investors, as similar movements
In the east.
In 1897 the Atchison was $88,000
short of earning the Interest on its
adjustment londs. A year later Its
earnings had so Improved that the
company was able to disburse a divl-- j
of 1 per cent to the preferred
shareholders, which rate was grad-- i
nally increased until 1901. wlien the
nayment of 5 per cent was made
on the preferred stock. Every year
there has been a large eurnlus
over this dividend requirement, which
inus manes Atcntson preferred a reasonably sure 5 per cent stock, on account of which It Is selling above par.
It was in 1901 that an Initial dividend
per cent was paid upon Atchof
ison, common.
The conservative
course of the management may be
understood wlien it Is stated that 6
per cent was earned upon the common
stock at that time. During 1902 "?
per cent has been paid on Atchison
common and over 8 per cent lias Keen
earned yearly upon the issue. During the past year, earnings have decreased from the maximum record of
1904, but they are nerfectlv ample to
maintain the reeular divMend of 4
per cent and leave a sufficient balance available for improvements.
From 1901 the road has increased
its mlleaee from 7.810 to 8.301 milps.
or an Increase of 491 miles. The
gross earnings of the road have Increased during the same period from
$54,475,000. to 68.171.000, an increase
of $13,696,000 in three years.
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MOORE

REALTY

GO.,

219 West Gold Avemie.

BUSINESS

The city council met in regular
session last night at the
city hall. AH members were present
except Alderman Hanley.
for the widening of all streets In the
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
A number of bills were received Terrace addition from 60 to 80 feet.
The ordinances, fixing the retail
and referred to the proper committees.
DENTISTS.
Alderman Ufeld, chairman of the f- liquor licenses, and gaming licenses,
inance committee, asked for more time which have been in the hands of the
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
finance committee for several months,
in which to make his report.
: Fresh Meals and Sausages ji
Dental Surgeon.
An ordinance was introduced and were called up, new ordinances coverRooms 16 and 16 Grant Mock, over '
passud, under suspension of the rules, ing the Increases being introduced.
PLUMBERS
TINNERS
A Specially Fine Line
Alderman Iifeld, chairman of the the Golden Rule Drr Goods Company.
approving and ordering the tax levy of
15 mills, the same as last year, for committee, said that he had under- Both phones. Appointments made by
city purposes in accordance with the stood the ordinances had been lost, mail.
:
levy ordered by the board of county Alderman Glllenwater however, stated
UNION MARKET
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8,
commissioners at its recent meeting. that they were in his possession, but IV o. sue Railroad
avenue
Ofllce
hours
The council also approved the order that he had not brought them with :S0 a. m. to LI:S0 p. m.j 1:30 p. m. to I
207 West Gold Aveune
of the school boaid for the two school him to the meeting. The matter was p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made :
levies, ono of 7'i mills for the ex- - allowed to go over to the next meet or mull.
o
penses of the schools and the other of ing.
LAWYERS.
COOGCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
n'"-An ordinance naming the alley be
to pay the interest on the
tween blocks 2, 3, and 4, In the Armljo
bonds.
Bernard 8. Rodey.
addition, Armljo avenue; was passed
Will Extend Fire Alarm System.
Albuquerque,
Chairman Gillenwhter, of the fire under suspension of the rules at he N.ATTORNEY-AT-LAN. PEACH & CO.
M.
Prompt
attention given to all
committee, to which was referred a urgent solication of Alderman Har- business pertaining
to
profession.
the
Room 43 Barnett Building.
request from the American Lumber rison, who said that his constituents Will practice In ail courts of the terriSTARRETT'S1 MACHINIST TOOLS
company, asking that the present fire along the new avenue were anxious tory and before the United Btates
land
REAL ESTATE
ATKINS SAWS
alarm system be extended to the corn- - to get a name for it, and that they omce.
pany's plant, submitted the report of had already erected sign posts, label
STANLEY PLANES
Improved property. It will pay you to
Ira M. Bond.
the committee.
The report recom-hav- e lng the alley ArimoJ avenue.
JENNINGS A IRWIN BITS
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlt
o
IX
street. N. IAa Tia tsatVkre inaV(na imimV
Petitions were received from
mended that the system be extended
W ashington,
MAY DOLE HAMMERS
W.,
Pensions, lands, business Intrusted to us will receive
Armljo,
representing that patents, copyrights,o.
to the mills, but in any event that
cavlats, letter pat- prompt attention
the lines to be extended to the city whereas cement sidewalks have been ents, trade marks, claims.
limits at the nearest point to STie ordered over his property on lot 4, on
company's grounds,
North Fourth street, and that as he
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
R. W. D. Bryan.
GO
Alderman Wilkerson raised theques-den- owns the property over which the ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
Hon as to whether the city had the sidewalk is to run, he Is willing to N. M. Office, First
HAY,
buildGRAIN
Bank
AND
.atlnnal
FEED
power to extend the line and after deed the necessary land to the city ing.
Wholesale and Retail.
some discussion the matter was refer-ful- l if the city will stand the expense of
HIDES,
AND
PELT8
WOOL.
red to the city attorney for a decis building the walk. The petition went
E. W. Dobson.
SAVAGE RIFLES
ion. Acting upon the motion of Alder-sinc- e to the street committee.
ATTORNBY-AT-LAJ. B. McMANUS. Manaoar.
Office
Crom- A petition from , property owners well block, Albug jerque. N. M.
man Wilkerson, the mayor appointed
WINCHESTER RIFLES
602 8outh First Street Both Phonos
a special committee
composed of asking for a five hundred foot water
WINCHESTER 8HOT GUNS
street
Messrs. Wilkerson, Glllenwater and main extension on Walnut
COLTS
REVOLVERS
H.
8tlngle.
John
was
north,
read
and
referred to the ATTORNEY-AT-LAHarrison to confer with the officers of
Suite Is, N. T.
SMITH eV WESSON REVOLVERS
the American Lumber company and water committee.
Armljo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
The council took a recess at 10
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS
ascertain if the company would be
INSURANCE.
willing to give some assistance in the o'clock, subject to the call of the
ARCHITECTS.
mayor,
having
put
Secretary
In
after
one of the
Mutual Building Assocle
extension of the line which will cost
busiest sessions for many weeks.
tlon. Office at I. C. Baldrldge'i
In the neighborhood of $200.
F. W. Spencer.
bumber Yard
The committee was Instructed to
Rooms 7 Barnett building, Albuquer-uHARNESS
AND
make a report at the next meeting. Bernalillo County Refunding Bonds.
N. M. Automatic 'phone K4.
It was practically decided by the counNotice la given that the board of
cil that the line should be extended county commissioners
of Bernalillo
V. O. Walllngford.
and that as soon as possible.
county, New Mexico, will receive
Room 2, First National Bank BuildReport of City Officer.
MEN'S SADDLES
sealed bids up to 12 o'clock noon, on ing, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
The report of the city clerk was July 24, 1905,, for seventy thousand.
LADIES' SADDLES
PAINTS,
OILS.
VARNISHES
AND
BRUSHES
presented and received. The report four hundred dollars, ($70,400), of re- BOYS' 8ADDLE8
CONTRACTOR 6 BUILDER.
showed fines collected for the month runuing bonds, bearing not more than
TEAM HARNE8S
5 per cent Interest, to be dated July
of June to the amount of $404.75.
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
A. L. Morgan.
The report of the city treasurer 1, 1905, subject to call after twenty
BUGGY HARNESS
leaks.
years, and payable thlity years from CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Esti
showed a balance on hand of $7,744.
Ons gallon Devoes' Pslnt covsrs
BRIDLES, WHIPS
mates
cheerfully
job
sofurnished;
work
The report of the marshal showed their date. Each bid should be accom- licited.
300 square fast two coats.
STRAP WORK. ETC, ETC
Automatic 'phone Ti Bnop 111
that 140 arrests had been made during panied by a certified check for $10.00 North
becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.
the nmnth of June and fines collected as a guarantee tha bonds will be taken
to the amount of $758.
LEATHER,
if bid is accepted. Full Information
HARNESS.
SADDLES,
ETC.
PHY8ICIAN3.
The building Inspector Issued twenty-f- can be had upon application to the
our
building permits last month, clerk of the board. Uy order of board.
C. H. Conner, M. D D. O.
representing a total value of $62,840.
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
Osteopathic
and surgeon. 409 W. RAILROAD AVE
To Ascertain Cost of Extensions.
Clerk. President New physician
Mexico Board of OsteoGO.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 7, 1905.
SANTA FE TO BURN
Alderman Walker, of the sewer
pathy.
All diseases
successfully
Alderman Walker of the sewer comOffllce
treated.
building.
Barnett
CRUDE OIL IN ENGINES mittee, reported that the committee
Forced to Starve.
9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
had been unable toreach any concluB. V. l.eek, of Concord, Ky., says: Hours.
phones. Sundays by appointment
UVERY. SALE. FEED AND
20 years 1 suffered
For
request
agonies,
sion
on
with
of
Indian
departthe
James E. Hurley, general manager
a ore on my upper lip, so painful
ment,
asking
the
of
the
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke
TRANSFER STABLES.
that I could not eat. After vainly
Dr. J. E, Bronson.
railway, has decided to make the ex- city In the construction of a sewer trying everything else, 1 cured It with
Horses and Mules bought and exchang
Hurkli n Arnica Salve." it's greet tor
Homeopathic .Physician.
periment of burning Kansas ciudeoil from the Indian school,' across the burns,
cuts and wounds. At all drug- Room II.
tilting Block. ed. Address W. L. Trimble
Co.,
in locomotives. The experiment will west side of the city to the Ria Gran- gists; only
26c.
'
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
be tried within the next ten days on de. Mr. Whlker stated that as the
the Santa Fe branch between Inde- question Involved a bond issue and
BEST
IN
TURNOUTS
FRUITS
AND
VEGETABLES,
Proposals
for two brick buildings
pendence and Cedarvale. in southern other large matters. It was too large
THE CITY.
sewer extension. Department of FRESH EVf'tv DAY AT MALOY'S.
Kansas. The engine to be used in the lor nasty consideration and asked and
AND
SECOND STREET,
Interior, office of India Affairs,
BETWEEN RAILROAD
experiment is one of the Texas oil that the committee he granted more the
get
Subscribe for The Cltixen and
Washington.
I). C, July 14, 1905. Seal
was
time.
He
AND
to
nnws.
Instructed
the
COPPER AVENUES.
secure es
burners used by the road, which has
Indorsed "Proposals for
been in the bhops at Topeka undergo timates on the cost of such an exten ed proposals
e,c
Fe- N- - M- -"
K
San,a
anJ
B!'il,linss;
system
sewer
of
.
lng repairs.
the
and to be
If the experiment
Islsion
CLAIRVOYANT.
lo me I ouunlssloner of In
successful, Mr. Hurley has promised ready tn mnU n reiw.rl at tl. tw.vt a'"iresseii
llan A(Tairs. Washington, I). C, will
that oil will be used on all of the en- meeting
the Indian offlco until
Mrs. Alice Cob urn Hay ward, clair,rpt'iv-'- l
Dealers In
gines of the southern division. BeOrdinances Introduced and Passed.
medium, 120 GROCERIES, PROVISIONS, HAY,
Upon petition of the Odd Fellows' t!"ol"rk P' "V' "f T,,,'Nllay- August 22. voyant and business
tween forty and fifty engines are in
maf"r f"'nihinK and delivering the South Arno street. Office hours: 10
lodge, an ordinance was drawn up or-- 1
UKAin AND FUEL.
verything Needs
service on this division.
n,,'fTsary mal,rial anl la,'"- - rq.iir-th- e to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
deling cement sidewalks built along ei1
Fins
Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
About the House,
and complete a dorml-averu- appointment.
Division Surlntondent Morris and
rroperty of the lodge on Lead ,oryto 'n"1 a
ana cigars.. Place your orders
HI"'
of brick,
Roadmaster Oliphant, of the Rio
'ava'''y. '"
between Second and Tnlrd
SUMMER
line
for this
SCHOOL.
with us.
st
wiin piummng. steum neat and electGrande division of the Santa Fe, are1 streets.
BORRADAILE & CO.. 117 COLD AVENUE.
Of Albuquerque Business College.
In the city today. This morning they jK tne character of roofing material ric light and an extension of the sewer
m
m
NORTH
THIRD
In
STREET.
regular
addition
to
work we will
inspected the local railway shops, and referred to the fire committee specify-i- system, at the Santa Fe school, N. M.,
have Review
for teachers' certhis afternoon visited the big lumber
gthe character of roofing material in strict accordance with the plans, tificates, highClasses
school,
irraded
school.
mills.
which will lie allowed in the fire specifications and instructions to bid- and Spanish courses. Opens Monday.
may
ders,
which
at
examined
this
Dr. J. P. Kaster, chief surgeon of limits.
office, the offices of the "Improvement June 12.
An ordinance amending the ordinTen weeks for $10. for sny course.
the Santa Ke. with headquarters
at ance
enforcing the connection of resi- Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn., the ConFor further particulars address
Topeka, has spent the past ten days
News,
Chicago,
III.,
struction
New
iuo ouyer 01 a UJUUKEKI.Na PIANO can never have any
the
sewer system was Mexican,
RAMSAY A ALLMAN,
In New Mexico on an official Inspec- dences with the
over his purchase, for he will never flrtj a piauo of another make regrets
Santa
M.;
N.
Fe.
The
Citizen.
that will
tion of the hospitals of the company. read and referred to the sewer com- Albuquerque, N. M., the Republican, Gleckler Block, Corner Fourth street
compare In tone with the one he has.
mittee.
and Gold Avenue.
He left this morning for the east.
sure
To
they
be
cost
Denver,
Colo.,
a
Journal,
the
Kansas
more
little
than
good
other
Pianos, but that
by
An ordinance was introduced
Is the Inevitable result when you get the best.
OFFICE AND FACTORY
G. H. Hurdette, who for some time Aldeimnn Leonard, and referred to City, Mn and the Arizona Republican,
Spanish Classes.
Huilder's
Phoenix,
Arizona,
and
the
past, ha filled the position of bag- the street committee, which, when
The Spanish classes in the Business
4I2 West Copper Avenue
gage master at the local Santa Fe adopted, will add materially to the Traders Exchanges at Omaha, Milwau- colloge
charge of Prof. A.
station, has resigned bis position and attractiveness of one section of tha kee, St. Paul, and Minne;i)lis, the siontoya,are inbegin
and
at 9 a. m. All
gone to Kansas City. He is suc- - Highlands.
The ordinance provides Northwestern Manufacturers' Associa- who are desirous
of studying Spanish
tion, St. Paul, Minn., the Board of
WE ARE SCLE AGENTS FOR TEE CHICKERING
should enroll . at
once. . For
Trade, Durango, Colo., the I'. S.
. ,
. particulars
aii on or aanress
a. .Aioutoya,
or
Warehouses, 2 fin South Canal
Phones, Auto 108; Colo. Black 265.
Sr., Chicaso, III. (102 South Seventh O. S. Hamsay, Gleckler block, corner
Mo., 815 Howard St., of Fourth street and Gold avenue.
St., St.
Omaha. Nebr., and lift Wooster St.,
(Easy Payments)
New York City, and at the school. For
further informal ion apply to Clinton
.1. Crandall.
Santa Fe. N. M. C. F.
DHAIJER IN
I.arratiee, acting commissioner.
MEALS AT ALL HOURS
semi-monthl- y

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE GO.

y

--

4th Street and Railroad Avenue

TOOLS

8

m m

Poll-carpl-

Sporting Goods

d

'

A. E. WALKER,

ring

SADDLES

e,

Thos. F. Keleher

W.LTritnble&Cc

aome-llnic-

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

B

m

Furniture

"

Crockery

Toti & Gradi,

-

-

-

e

7

n

A. W. HAYDEN

1

Chickering

Contmctorand Builder

Pianos

ALIiUQUEByUE.N.M.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

You Have

&RAGOIE

T4 ERBIHES
WILL CUUE

OU

CURES

LIVER TROUBLES

F.

-- 4

General Merchandise

Hotel

BHORT Off Drum,
Saved Represents Ten
quick
mcrrvice.
Dollars Earned.
CHICK HtCABONABLK
Groceries, Cigars snd Tobacco, arts'
The iitriiKs nmn docs not save to
All Kinds of Fresh MssL
MEALS $4.50
tf n p. r cent of his earnings.
He
No. S00 North Broadway.
must Bi'ind nine dollars In living
(OpK),ite
The Alvarailo)
every
for
dollar saved. This beCorner Washington Avenue.
ing the caHe. he cannot be too careful
Con secure room l.y the Moiith.
AJbnq.usrq.ue,
expenses.
llaxlee)
New
Very often
abimt unneotscarv
Week or Nii;ht.
a few cents ppiperly Invested, like buy-irisee!x for his Harden, will save sevA pleasant
party
may be
surprise
SOUTH
FIRST STREET
107
eral dollars outlay later on. It Is the Riven to your stomach and liver by
same In buying fhamberlaln'a Chollc, taking a medicine which will relieve
ami Diarrhoea Kemerty. It their pain and discomfort, vis: Dr.
Cholera
rosts but a few cents, and a bottle of It King's New Life Plils. Thry are
moat R, PUCCEni&L GIACOMELLI,
In the house often saves a doctors bill wonderful remedy, affording aure a relief
of several dollars. For sale by all
and cure for headache, dlsxlness and
Proprietors
25o at all druggists.
constipation.
One

,

Commercial

rl

Dollar

2f

"X-

CEMENT

SIDEWALKS

We srs now prepared to figurs on cement walks. We use first
elsss material snd smploy competent workmen which lustl-fieus In giving you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will
eompare favorably with responsible competition.

s

fr

BEST

FOR

CONSTIPATION
GUARANTEED
PRICE 50 CENTS

UUG1ILIN

miUDUC

STONE

AUTOMATIC PHONIC 711

COMPANY

PAGE

ALBUOUSUOUE KVKNlfrQ CITIZEN.

EIGHT.

Kg'

Local and
Personal
Generally fair tonight and Wednesday, except local shower In northeast portion.

and

OXFORDS

SLIPPERS

..

Make you feel comfortable and you
will enjoy the hot weather. Our Low
Shoe will do It.
Thpy are cool, and give rest at
every point, let the breezes about your

ankles and give pleasure.
The p:lees we quote speak for themselves:
Women'

Oxfords

Women'

Dress Slippers $2.00 to $3.00
House Slipper $1.10 to $1.75

Women'

$1.50 to $3.50

Men'

Oxford

$1.75 to $3.50

Men'

House Slipper

$1.25 to $2.50

OF TRAINS.

No. 1, from the east, 7:30
No. 7, fiom the east, 10:30
No. 8, from the west, 6:45
No. 2, from the west, 7:65

WORTHY"

p. m.

p. in.
p. m. '
a. m.

Hon. V. H. Childers, who was at
Santa Fe yesterday on Important local matters, leturned to th city last
night.
H. W. Wright, woods superintendent
for the American Lumber company at
Thorenii, was In the city today from
the lumber camp.
Charles Alloway, president of the
Clgarmakers' union of this city, has
gone to the IUack Lakes rejclon In
Taos county, for( an outing of a few
weeks.
The Citizen ha9 received notice that
H. M. DoiiRherty and John E. Griffith have formed a partnership for the
practice of law, with offices at Socorro, N. M.
David Weiiler, the well known merchant of this city, who has been
a few weeks' vacation at the
various California resorts, returned
home this morning. He reports a
fine time.
The employes at the 'White Elephant and those at Sturges' corner
have challenged each other tor a
game of the national sport, and the
two teams will undoubtedly soon meet
at Traction park. A small admission
fee will be charged, and the proceeds
will be devoted to tho St. Joseph hospital.
Street Commissioner Martin Tierney
has sold his residence property
at
811 South Third street, to Pollcarplo
Artnijo. The consideration was private. It is Mr. Tierney's Intention
to erect a modern
residence
on a lot which he owns at the cor
ner of Fifth street and FruH ave
nue.
Harry B. Welller. of the firm of H.
B. Welller & company, and Sol Well- ter. or the firm of Welller & Behla- min, will leave tomorrow morning for
an exienaert eastern trio, duiinswhich time they will visit Chicago and
New York. David Welller will have'
cnarge or the store of Welller & com
pany, during Harry's absence.
During the performance at the Ca
sino last night the dress of one of the
actresses caught fire from a candle on
the stage, and hut for the prompt ac
tion of another member of the company, a fatal accident might have resulted. The affair created much excitement for the moment, but cool
heads on the part of those In the play
preveriTed a panic.
The stone masons of Albuquerque
met last night and effected an organization to be known as Albuquerque
Stonemasons' union No. 3. The union
starts with twenty charter members.
rne officers were installed by the
Bricklayers' union, and are as follows: President, Mike Dlgneo; vice
president, W. McKenzie; correspond
ing and financial secretary, Earl Pen-Ick- ;
recording
secretary,
Charles
Thomas; treasurer, Mark Thomas;
deputy, John
doorkeeper,
Bolton;
Andy Andy.
g

DEPENDABLE FOOD

PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that Is at all questionable In
quality can And a place In our store.
Patron favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In ' quality, the
best In flavor and the best In nutrition.
furn-lnshlo-

y

two-stor-

-

F. F. TROTTER
I

No.

and

118

120

South Second

BC

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The ClarkrlUe coal we sell principally, like the Father of HI Country,
Mm a reputation second to none, and
you know. If you've tried It, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qualfront Impurities, It
ities and our fairness a to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind- free-burnin- g

John S. Beaven
Both phone.

The Delights of a

Summer Resort
.;

When you go to a summei resort, one of 'the chief delights are
the wide, cool, cozy verandas where
you can sit in the shade and enjoy
a cool, delightful breeze.

i

with perfert privarr, while rlewinf the pesters-by.
You can also have Vudor Window
here
Shade ad )u ted to your windows,
they will let in the Cool breeie and keep
out the heat of the summer turn. They
are especially commended for nuncrica
and living rooms.
Vudor Porrh Shades cost from S2.AC up.
They are made in different colors to harmonise with the woodwork of your home.

You are especially requested to
view the Vudor Exhibit in our
shade department

0
H

0..W. STRONG'S SONS
UGS,

FURNITURE,

LINOLEUM.

DINNER WARE,

Corner Second and Copper Ave.

Subscribe for The Citizen

GREAT

The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
$ bandies any old thing. Call at
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au-torn a tic 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
S 155 black.

t

il
119

yi

"

V
"

Undertaking Company,
Successor
Beth

to Edward

SPECIAL 60c for any Mother's Friend Waist In the store, worth
up to 90c.
SPECIAI 30c for any
Tie in tho store, worth up
Four-ln-Han- d

toll.

SPECIAL

35c for any Fancy Belt In the store, worth up to 7Sc.

SPECIAL

15o

SPECIAL

25c for any Boy's Straw

SPECIAL

Four for 25c, for Hosiery, worth

SPECIAL

15c for Fancy Hosiery, worth 25c pair.

for any Bow Tie in the store, worth up to 25c.

Hat

in the storo, worth 60c.

pairs for 25c.

2

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

In Our Sample Rooms

territory.

James Vorhes and P. J. McShane
left this morning for the Rio Pecos,
where they will fihh and hunt for
the next few weeks. During his absence the position of Mr. McShane,
as director of The gymnasium at the
Elks' theater building, will be temporarily looked after by A. H. McDer-mot- t.

Displavea

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies

-

'

000

....WRITE rOR PRICES....

Mrs: J.; R. Price and son, Robert,
residing 'the past few months on West
Iad avenue, left this morning for La
Junta, Colo., where they will meet Mr.
Price, from Cleveland, Ohio, and, all
will Journey together to Colorado
Springs, Colo. After a stay of a few
days at the springs they will return
to New Mexico and before coming on
to this city .will stop over for a couple
of weeks on the upper Rio Pecos.

Largest Stock in the Southwest.

mm

v

i

I 13-- 1

IS-1-

South Flrtt Street

17

401 - 403 North

FAIR EXECUTIVE

Ippp

COMMITTEE MEETING
the request

"

the

local
base ball players, a meeting of V
v
the fair executive committee is
hereby called to meet at the of- - V
T flee
of the Surety Investment
r company to take some definite
and decided action In the base
ball tournament at the approach- - V
T ing fair.
As the time is short,
it is hoped that all members will
attend this meeting.
At

of

Screen Doors.
Just received

carload of crn4
and new design.
Call on u for Lumber, Gla, Palnta,

door, all

t

t
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Colorado Phono 197
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307 West Railroad Avenue.
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SALE

WHOLESALE

...HARDWARE..

DEERINC HARVESTING

RETAIL
MACHINES

and reopen 6 p. m.
during July and August

at
Come Again" Prices

Apents for
Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Rifles
Shotguns.Ammunition

Mowers and Repairs

Studebaker

Discount

Reapers, Hay Rakes

We

Washbtttm

Won Cold Avo.

$1.

Farm Implements, Rumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Racking, Engines, Boilers, Steam Rumps

CHAS. F. MYERS- -

are

Come Again' Quality
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to

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

e

The Fuehr

Invite you to come In. When you get In
we will show you other things of the

t

old-tim-

RAILROAD AVENUE
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an Interesting place this week.
exhibiting Summer Suits at prices that

20

Has been a wonderful success; more peopfe have taken advantage
of the remarkable bargains offered than ever before, and each
and every one of them have expressed themselves as more than
satisfied with their purchases.
To end this week up with a cracker-Jacbusiness:
8PECIAL 25c for any pair of Suspenders In the Btore, worth up

Flrt

Is

!

OUR GREEN TAG SALE.,..

DON'T FORGET

...MID - SUMMER...

It

Ever Conducted In the Two

Sal

Value-Givin- g

and Examine the

Leading Jeweler,

EVERITT,

TRIAL

Greatest

Steam and Hot Water
Call
BEATIFUL CO&DS

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

PorcH SHades
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Diamonds arc always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at any
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we are
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings and
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in our
store and price them.

Vudor.

End

Territory.

ft

con-tinne-

DIAMONDS

it

18, 1905.

Monday, July 24th

25 Ounces for 25 cents

Don't trv to eet nlnncr for tha rest
or tne summer without that pair of
low shoes you had decided to purchase. You will lose more In comfort
and satisfaction than the equivalent
of the small amount of money It
takes to buy them at C. May's shoe
FEE'S SUMMSR TAFFY AT WAL
stcne, 314 Wtst Railroad avenue.
TON'S DRUG 8TORE ONLY.

coxy
You can make your own porrh
and comfort able, by shutting out the tun
with Vudor Shades. They let in the brer re
and keep out the heat. They practically
add another mom to your house the
plea tamest room of all durintr the heated
season. You cm serve luncheon
or tea
on a porch fitted with

V4

Elfego Baca, the district attorney
for fh. Snvirrn district. Is here to- day on legal matte, s.
Jack Dixon and W. C. Hurt loft yesterday for a t"n days' fishing trip to
the upper Pecos.
Cashier Al. Frost, of the Belen bank,
accompanied by Mrs. Frost, came in
from the south this morning.
Dr. P. O. Cornish returned last
IS
night from an extended trip east,
where he went on professional business.
lert this
Attorney E. V. Chavez
A
morning for Santa Fe, where he goes
on business with the United tSates
Ask your grocer for a can
land office.
Judge J. R. McFie, of the Santa Fe and be
convinced that there is
district, who was at Soeoiro on legal
matters, enme In from the south this nothing better or purer at any
morning and continued on north.
Miss Olta Rousch, sister of En- price.
gineer Al. Kousctr, left this morning
for Michigan where she will spend a
few weeks with relatives and friends.
HA VII TH8 COUPONS.
B. B. Borden left this morning for
an extended business trip to Pittsburg
and other Pennsylvania points. Mr.
This morning the police were call
Borden expects to be absent several ed to the corner of New York avenue
weeks.
and Third street, where a drunk had
The Degree of Honor will give a
made a bed out of the sidewalk. OffWedon
hall
Fellows'
dance at Odd
nesday evening, July 19. The usual icer Joe Salazar responded to the call
will be and locked the man up. He will be
admlslon for gntlcmen
charged; ladies free.
given a hearing In police court this
D. B. Thurston, who has been min- morning.
ing near Las Vegas. Nevada, returned
to the citv this morning. Mrs. Thurs
Cruz Ullbarri died at Santa Rosa
ton and children have been residing
in this city for the past few months. Sunday at 4 o'clock from the effects
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Childers, and ! of the wounds received by shooting,
Miss Gladys and the twins, will leave at the hands of Manuel Chavez last
tomorrow morning for the Rio Pecos. week. Chavez will have a hearing toMr. Childers Will remain a few days, morrow on the charge of murder.
but Mrs. Childers and childien will
Btay several weeks.
United States Marshal C. M. Fora-ke- r
'
Mrs. George Giegoldt and children,
and Deputy John M. Wfley have
family of a well known and prosperous returned from a trip to Silver City
mornrailway shop employe, left this
and Doming, where they went last
ing for Kansas. They will spend a week on official business.
few weeks with relatives and friends
at both Nickerson and Herrlngtbn.
The Albuquerque aerie of the Fra
Mrs. F. B. Sutton, who visited ternal Order of Eagles will meet to
friends at Las Vegas, afld on her way night In Elks' hall In regular session
south stopped over here a day or two,d All members are requested to be pre
to visit Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Keen,
west to her home in Los Angeles last night.
A. B. McGaffey, who has been attending to his tie contract in the San
Juan country of northern New Mexico and southern Colorado, returned
to the cltv last night. He left Mrs.
McGaffey at the resort of Wagon
Wheel Gap, Colo.
B. Spitz, manager of the Phoenix
dry goods store, left last night for
New York, where he goes to purchase
the fall stock for the company. He
will be gone several weeks.
Managers. C. Jackson of the American Lumber company, returned last
night from a trip to California.
e
H. E. Finney, the reliable and
tuner of pianos and organs, is
again in the city and will call on his
numerous patrons. Mr. Finney has
been coming to New Mexico for the
years, an'd is therepast twenty-fivfore pretty well known all over the
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